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ABSTRACT 

This work is about the conceptual design of a remote power supply management 

systern, using a hybrid photovoltaic/diesel generator power supply system 

With the growing enthusiasm to extend hummkind's dornain to extra-terrestrial 

realrns such as Mars, photovoltaic (PV) technology, which is unmached as an extra- 

terrestrial power supply, will soon be a leading technology. Not only is this useful in space 

technology, but &O a potentïal cost-effective approach to meeting the increasing global 

energy demand. The c m n t  hi& capital cost of PV modules rendeis them uncompetitive 

in many cases with conventional energy systems. PV's are, however, amamive in areas 

remote from an electricity grid, which is typical of d settings in developing coumies. A 

combination wirh a conventional system such as a diesel generator gives a system which is 

more cost effective and dependable than the individual systems. 

We have developed a software tool which helps a designer to determine the best 

hybrid mix of a PV/diesel system for a particular application in a remoe area. The tool is a 

combination of a linear programming opwnization technique and an expert system 

methodology. The expert system guides the user to input technical and economic data 

pertinent to the design problem. The expert system then executes an optirnization 

technique to determine the optimum energy distribution to prioritized loads and a storage 

facility with minimum losses over a period specified by the user. F i i y ,  the user is able to 

determine the economy of the system based on the energylload management technique. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1, Overview of the Global Energy Problem 

1.1.1. Introduction 

Energy technologies are indispensable for the materiai weU-being of the world, but 

continuation of the current consumption trends could lead to a double fold catastrophe - 

depletion of resources and irrepaiable environmental damage. Most energy resources that 

we are exploiting now may never be replaced at least for rnany generations. On the local 

scale, tons of emissions M y  contaminate the life sustaining elements of the earth. 

GlobaUy, such practices may enhance the green house effect and deplete and dismpt our 

amosphere, hydrosphere and geosphere [ 141. 

1.1.2. A Closer Look at Fossil Fuel 

World energy production is currently dominated by fossil carbon fuek of all types. Many 

energy experts believe that coai wiü soon take over as the major source of fossil energy 

[18]. This rnay lead to an exponential increase in global greenhouse gases which could 

destabilize the earth's thermostat. 

Industrialized counûies, which account for 23% of the world's population, use 

about 75% of a l l  the world's annual comrnercially produced energy. The remaining 25% 

which is shared by people in the developing countries is consumed by the 75% of their 



population 1Xving in urban areas. The rural segment of the developing world depends 

heavily on biomass for energy. 

The proven commercial reserves of energy stored in fossil fuels is about 4.673 x 

10' PJ and the current rate of worldwide consumption is almost 3 x 1 6  PJ/year [18]. 'Ibis 

irnplies that 156 years of fossil fuels remain if the current consumption rate is constant. 

Faye et al. [18] have used a simple ratio of 10: 1 for the present patterns of consumption m 

industrialized versus developing counales to project that 48 years of fossil reserves ~ r n a i n  

. . 
if ali nations shared the energy reserves equally at standards set by the indusaialized 

world. The rate of depletion of fossil fuek is closely related to population growth: 

The 1989 global population (5.3 x 107, consumecl about 0.64% of fossil hiel reserves 

per year. 

By the year 2000, the projected population (6.3 x 109) will use an estimate of 0.75% 

of the fossil fuel reserves per year. 

Almost 1% of the fossil fuel reserves will be used annuaiiy by the year 2025 (projected 

population of 8.5 x 109) [18]. 

1.13. Energy from Atoms 

Nuclear energy appears to be a potential solution to the world's energy needs. Ln U.S. 

alone, estirnates for uranium sources show that this energy resource could provide (with 

breeder reactors) up to 6.6 x 10'' PJ of elecuicicy - a supply for 100,000 years. Nuclear 

now provides about 1 5 -6% of the world' s electricity needs. However, it's applications 

have real and concepmal problems such as the safety of nuclear power plants, the 



reliabiity of nuclear reactor operators. waste disposal and nuclear weapons as potential 

by-products [ 181. 

1.2. The Renewable Energy Option 

12.1. Biomass 

One hundred years ago, biomass was the dominant source of energy for a world 

population of one billion. Deforestation and population growth have reduced this resource 

as a global option for the present energy needs. In nations of low population density, 

excess farmland and food production and good soi1 conservation, biomass fuels (wood, 

ethanol, methmol) are viable options. The total annual production of biomass and carbon 

fixation from all cultivated land is about 4 x 109 tonnes of carbon. This carbon wiil 

produce about 1.6 x 16 PJ if totaüy bumt. Given rhat hurnankind uses about 3 x ld 

PJ/year, the product from all cultivami land, If used for fuel alone, would last us about 6 

months. The carbon stored on land (90% in trees) is e-d to be 8 x 10'' tonnes of 

carbon, equivalent to 20 x 106 PJ, whïch is a 60 year reserve. Obviously, the namal 

products of photosynthesis c m o t  M y  sa&@ the needs of 10 billion humans [18]. 

1-22. Hydropower 

Hydropower is an indirect solar energy source. The sun evaporates water which later falls 

as raiq rainwater flows into rivers and turns generator turbines as it flows into the sea 

1511. North America and Europe have already developed about hakf of their hydropower 

potential. For parts of Asia, South America and Afnca, 10% or less is presently king 



used. The potential capacity in these counhies rnay exceed 100,OOOMW. The ecological 

impact of hydropower development (downstream and upstrearn) and the likeliness of 

geohazards and salination, as weU as the finite Me for a dam cannot be overlooked. In 

addition, changing climatic patterns must be understood when a resource that is dependent 

on precipitation is developed. 

1.23, Geothenrial Energy 

Generally, temperature increases with depth in the Eanh's crust a .  a rate of 20-30°C per 

kilometer. In vol<-Anic regions, large masses of hot rocks (l,ûûû°C) are present near the 

surface. The huge amounts of energy available in these rocks are derived h m  the 

radioactive decay of isotopes of elements such as uranium, potassium and thorium 

embedded deep withm the eanh's m t .  One cubic kilometer of rock of mass 3 x 10" 

grams at 1 ,Oûû°C can yield about 4 x ld PJ of energy as it cools to surface temperanires. 

Therefore, 100km~ of hot rock could supply the global energy needs for a year. 

Production of 1 ,20°C magmas is about 15km3 per year ~ n e n t l y  but the volume of the 

associated hot rock is much larger. There are quite a number of regions of the world (New 

Zealand, Japan, Philippines, Chile, Iceland, California and East Africa) where such 

occurrences are common. Even in regions with less "temperature-rich" rocks, geothemal 

energy could have valuable applications. However, the present use of this low grade 

geothemal technobgy is limited to a few urban areas for space heating [18]. 



1.2.4. Energy from the Sun 

Most researchers agee that the ultimate sustainable energy source for h m i t y  is the sun. 

n i e  solar energy that arrives on earth daily is about 1.5 x 10' PJ. If only 1 hour of this 

solar energy is stored per year, we could provide double the energy now used by hurnans 

(3 x id PJ per year). I h e  overall radiation balance of the Eanh will remah essentially 

unchanged and it would take only 0.01% of the earth's surface to  collect and store thk 

energy. Solar energy technology is gradually irnproving: 

Photovoltaic (PV) ce&, which convert light to electncity have reached almost 40% 

efficiency (module efficiencies of 15%) and current cost estirnates show that solar 

eiecûicity could be produced for a total of about 25 U.S. cents per kilowan hour. PV 

nits of 3MW capacity are already King built in California and elsewhere. 

The Luz Co. solar thermal plant in California will be producing electncity for almost 1 

million people. This system makes use of pafabolic mirrors to track the sun and hear 

oii inside pipes to 400 OC to drive stem turbines. Costs of 8 U.S. cents per kilowatt 

hou. will soon be achieved - cornpetitive with the societal cost of coal or 03-fired 

plants and nuclear plants. 

Solar energy via wind motion is also gaining popularity. Since it is reïatively cheap in 

areas with good wind regimes, niany wmd farrns are king built in North America and 

Europe. Denmark is lookîng forward to producing 10-15% of its energy from wind 

turbines. Many wind-powered water pumps are king installed in Africa 

The paramount difficulty with al1 f o m  of solar energy systems is how to have 

adequate storage without massive duplication of the power systems [18]. 



13. Energy for the Developing Countries 

13.1. A View of the Energy Problem in Developing Countries 

Much of the energy for agriculture, transportation and dornestic activities in developing 

courimes is derived from manpower and draft animals. Other sources of energy are 

biomass and solar. Fuelwood is the main source of energy in rural areas and cookhg is the 

most energy-intensive activity. The endeavour to upgrade the level of energy seNices 

avaiiable to the poor coupled with population growth has led to an almost linear rise in 

energy consumption in the developing world in the last two decades. The World Energy 

Conference held in Montreal in 1989 revealed that the capital requirements of developing 

corntries will add up to a trillion dollars during the next decade, for their electriciîy 

requirements alone. The World Bank and other multi-lateral funding agencies can provide 

only about $20 b i o n  a year. The problem is not only economic but also of grave 

environmental concem. 

13.2. "Technology Leapfrogging" 

Deforestation in developing counmes conmbutes about 23% of global CO2 emissions. 

There is a definite conflict between the need for development and the need to sustain the 

planet. The new principle viewed by experts now is that energy consumption should not be 

an indicator of development. Energy services rely on end-use, such as stoves, l i g h ~ g  

iïxtures and motors which convert energy for use. More efficient energy devices imply 

energy conservation. The result of this is the same service delivered with less consurned 

energy or greater services with the same energy. North America and Europe went through 



industrialization with their energy consumption growth rates higher than their GDP's. 

Present day revolution in material science has made it possible to produce materials with 

less energy . It is possible therefore, for developing countries to achieve comparable levels 

of industrialization with lower energy-GDP ratios by adopting more energy efficient 

technologies perhaps even before they are adopted widely by indusmalized countries. This 

"technology leapfrogging" could help developing countnes to build their infrastructure at 

irnpressive rates [39]. 

133. An Optimistic View of Renewable Energy for Developing Countries 

Severai solar technologies are graduaily advancing in developing c o d e s .  Promoting 

efficient energy use is the key element of solar energy policy. Present day energy poiicies 

were established to favor sysrems now in place. Taxes and subsidies, for exarnple, 

encourage the exploitation of fossil fiels and favor their operational costs over long-term 

investrnents. Also, present energy prias do not reflect many of the social (i.e., ecological, 

etc.) costs of energy production and usage. Solar energy would be more competitive on 

the energy market if policies take these factors into account [SI]. 

According to a World Bank Report [3], progress m renewable energy has been 

positive and there are convincing engineering and economic reasons for expecsing 

efficiencies to improve and costs to fall. The Global Environmental Facility (GEF) and the 

World Bank are helping to develop the renewabte energy market, reduce costs and 

demonstrate the technology by financing applications. Specific types of investrnents can be 

recomended confidently : 



Extend the use of PV's for small-scale applications in high-insolation areas. They are 

already the least-cost option in some applications. Costs and performances compete 

well with non-subsidized diesel generation and sometimes with non-subsidized grid 

supplied electricity in nual areas, depending on the site's remoteness from fhe grid. 

Use PV's IO supply supplementary power on grid-connected distribution systems, if 

the peak load matches solar insolarion. (This also applies to wind energy in certain 

areas.) 

Expand the use of solar-themal power generation on a pilot basis. 

Biornass could be used for power generation. 

Renewable energy costs in cornparison with conventional energy costs are 

influencecf by these factors; 

Since markets are relatively small, transaction costs tend to be a large cornponent of 

overall costs. These include the installation, operational and training costs of setting up 

and using a new technology and for providing customer services. These costs are 

however expected to decline appreciably over the next few decades. 

Scale economics and gains fiom technical progress as applications increase are likely 

to be large during the tum of the year 2000. This implies that marginal costs sdi be 

much less than average costs. It is also likely that renewables will receive support from 

public policies through tax incentives, financial support through public research and 

development programs and other multi-lateral agencies such as GEF. 

The analysis of investment needs to include the environmental costs and benefits of the 

technolom 



Defonnities or biases in energy prices need to be addressed. Rural grid electnfication 

projects for exarnple, are highly subsidized which makes it difficult for renewables to 

compte with conventional sources [3]. 

It is disappointhg thaî renewable sources such as soiar energy have not been given 

much attention in regions such as M c a ,  which receives an average solar radiation per &y 

of 5-8 kilowatts per square meter, evenly dismbuted throughout the year. The difficulties 

encountered in this region 1311 are mainly due to poor planning and wasted research. The 

same research works and tests are simultaneously canied out in every country for similar 

applications which iead to needless duplication of Uivestments and minimal rems.  Hence, 

exchange of experiences between research institutes mostly bound to separate foreign 

investrnent centers are not properly coordinated [3 11. 

1.4. Photovoltaic Systems 

1.4.1, Gradua1 Penetration of Photovoltaic Systems into the Energy Sector 

Twenty years ago, PV energy conversion was farroliar only in space technologies. The 

space age was the beginning of extensive research into producing more efficient PV ce&. 

Between the laîe 1950s and early f 9705, tremendous progress was made that extended the 

use of PV to terrestrial applications. PV has been used since the mid-1970s to power 

remote appiications. The fame and competitiveness of PV in remote applications such as 

space technology is due to its reliability and ntininial operating and maintenance demand, 

which is a requisite for such applications. The progressive drop in pnces - from hundred 

dollars per watt in the early 1970s, to ten dollars per watt in the early 1980s, to l e s  than 



seven dollars per watt for large scale projects in the early 1990~~ has enhanced the use of 

PV, especially in remote applications [48]. 

1-46. Present Applications and Market 

Annuai global PV sales have increased at about 30% per year over the past decade fkom 

about 1MW in 1978 to  6OMW in 1992, with annual revenues reported to be over $300 

million [48], [3]. The impressive growth is a result of an increase in the variety of cost- 

e f fdve  applications and indicates the versatility of PV. 

Potential areas of PV fkom consumers' point of view are @en below: 

"The Product Contains Storage" is the largest PV market. PV cells are replacing or 

recharging over 600 million batteries in watches, caiculators, portable personal radios 

and "walkman" tape players, lights, remote communication equipment and remote 

signals. The battery charging market is already economical m the equaiorial regions. 

In biis area, PV is commended for its silence, reliab'ility, portabi i ,  modularity, non- 

polluting attributes and because it is the lowest cost option. The forecast for 1995 

consumer PV-powered products was 50MW [34]. The PV indusuy conuibutes 20- 

30MW per year in remote signals and commiwcation applications and IO-20MW in 

bauery charger applications for boats, motor homes, traders and commercial 

applications. Forecas for 2000 is 6û-IOOMW for battely charging applications. 

"The Product is the Storage" areas of application include cathodic protection for 

pipes, water pumping, water circulation, etc., irrigation, water puxifïcation and 

desalination, daytirne loads and refrigeration with coolant storage. Water pumping is 



the largest application in this area Over 10,000 srnall PV pumps have k e n  installed 

throughout the world's sunbelt. The reaIization that FV pumps are more reliable and 

less costly than windrnill pumps or dieseVgasoline engines, or long extensions of the 

utiLity grid has stimulated private sector purchases. The EEC is installing the largest 

water pumping project of 100 PV pumps in Western Afnca Cathodic protection 

systems for pipelines, bridges, well casings, etc., are sold in hundreds yearly. If a utility 

grid is not available, PV is the most preferred option. Portable outback PV-powered 

refrigerators have k e n  developed and are beimg installe. in some developing countries 

with the financial support of the UN, USAID and WHO. If the system is well proven, 

it would phase out fossil fuel-fked units. Shortage of fun& in developing countries 

may not fully promote multi-megawatî markets for rriedical refiigeration. The 

"Roduct is the Storage" sector may contribute 30 to 6ûMW per year by 2000. 

"Fuel is the Storage" is the largest and most promishg of the near future markets. 

PV/diesel generator hybrid markets have been studied extensively where PV saves fuel 

and extends the Me of dieseVgasohe generators. A global diesel replacement with 

PV/diesel hybrids or PV stand-alone systems is not far-fetched. 

"Let the Utllity Grid Provide the Storage"; Users are atlowed to  generate their own 

elecûicity using PV systems in their residences and sell surplus elecuicity back to the 

utility. World markets will exceed lûûMW per year m 2000. This market may h o m e  

popular in the developing counûies if funding is available. 

The cost of eledcity from a stand-alone PV system with battery storage is about 

$0.50 per kWh. EIectricity from a small stand-alone diesel generator (about 4kW) costs 



about $0.75 per kWh on a life-cycle basis but is more popular maidy because PV 

technology is not as weil known. About 35MW of stand-alone PV systerns were in use by 

1993 and could increase to 80MW by 2000 [34]. 

The cost of electricity from PV systerns depends on the following factors: 

Insolation at the site; This determines the amount of electricity capable of &mg 

generated from a specific system. 

Module and sysrem efficiency; The system efficiency defines the percentage of 

available energy c~nverted to eka ica i  energy. System efficiencis are hcrea~ing wixh 

t h e .  The module efficiency is the main component of the system efficiency. Most systems 

have efficiencies of about 70-8595 of the module efficiency. The area of land to be used is 

directly affect& by efficiencies. 

Module cost, This depends on the component rnaterials, the manufacturing 

techniques and the size of the module. 

Balance-of-sysrem (BOS) cosr, DifTerent sources difFer about the cornponents of a 

BOS. It rnay include the foliowing; the support structure; power conditioners; control 

devices; electrical wiring storage battery; site prepararion; ïismllation and the secondary 

system (e-g., lights). BOS costs may account for about 40-60% of the total capital cost. 

System life; PV module life was expected to increase from 10-15 years in 1992 to 

20 years by 1995-2000 and to 30 years by the period 2010-2030 [3]. Battery He with 

proper maintenance is currently about 4-5 years. 



Interest rares; PV systems have capitat costs many times h iaer  than conventional 

energy sources but much lower operating, maintenance and environmental costs. High 

capital investments rnean relatively large loans with large associated interest mes. 

Operating and maintenance (O&M) cost; O&M costs are generally low since there 

are no moving parts in the electricity-generation components of PV modules Costs as low 

as O.S$/kWh for small PV systems have b e n  recorded. This is smaU in cornparison to a 

small diesel system which may cost about l-l.S$/kWh for maintenance and about 

S.&t/kWh for fuel For utllity-scale systerns, O&M costs of 0.39-1.44$/kWh for flat-plate 

systems and 4.18-6.97#/kWh for concenû-ator systems have been recorded [3 1. 

1.5. Summary 

Though present systems may not be attractive to s o m  investors, PV systems are 

obviously a leading fituristic energy source. PV hybrid systems could be a leverage for 

placing PV's on the cornpetitive level with conventional systems. In this way, we seek to 

make a contribution to the PV research indusuy through cornputer modeling and 

oprjmization techniques to simulate the performance of a PV/diesel generator hybrid 

system for remote usage. Our definition of "remote" is any geographicai location with 

suiïicient remoteness k m  a main grid to render it uneconornical to extend grid power to 

it. In Chapter 2, we present a detded literam survey and provide 2.n indepth description 

of our simulation mode1 and some examples in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6. Fmally, we 

conclude in Chapter 7, 



Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1. Introduction 

Renewable energy is already superior to conventional energy in some applications [21]. 

The integration of photovoltaic (PV) system with conventional sources such as diesel 

generator sets 1221, [12], [33], [15], 1101 and grid utilities [l], is technically and 

econornically viable. Since most develophg counmes have large clusteni of villages very 

rernote from grid utiJity services, the PV-diesel hybrid option may be the most favourable 

in such situations [21], [12]. We have identifid six basic s91iiregies in this chapter that 

could lead to a welldesigned PV plant; 

C m n t  applications and assessrnent of PV utility seMces in remote areas; 

Energy storage, control systems and power conditioners; 

Selemion and d g  techniques; 

Energy and load management strategies; 

Knowtedge-based techniques. 

23. The Use of  Photovoltaic Energy Sources 

According to Chimento [Il],  hybrids are the most cost-effective power systerns for 

remote loads between 10 and 250kWday. Stuàies have s h o w  that the diesel-generated 

elecuicity cost for srnall loads (less than 1SOkWday) in remote locations with difficult 

access to fuel is generally uneconornical (1 11. For loads between 5 and 150kWh/day, 



PVIdiesel hybrids provide an opportunity to trade off capital costs agauist operathg costs. 

The merits of a hybrid system include reliability, cost-effectiveness, robusmess, low 

maintenance cost, long equipment life and hi@ safety standards. Jorge 1211 presented a 

report on a project k ing carried out in Mexico to electrQ the village of San Antonio 

Agua Bendita (SAAB), using custom designed hybrid power systems. The hybrid system 

is expected to provide grid quality electncity to the commurUty. The village, like many 

viUages in Mexico, is remotely located and has about 100 homes. SAAB is alrnost 

inaccessible by road most times of the year and the hostile land features of ùiis area makes 

it irnpractical to extend a 23kV power line grid which is some 6km away. When al 

optional power systems were analyzed, Le., grid extension, hybrid system, stand-alone 

photovoltaic (PV) systern, stand-alone wind turbines, prime power diesel, the best 

economical and operabonal solution for the electriiicatïon of the vïlhge was the hybrid 

power system The hybrid system includes a l2kW PV array, two lOkW wind turb'mes, a 

diesel generator, a microhydro generator and a power output controller. The subsystem 

altogether produces 125kWh/day of power at 120VAC and 60Hz. 

The Naval Command and Control and Ocean Surveillance Cerner, in a joint 

research with the Navy section of the U.S. Depaxtrnent of Defense (DoD) PV Review 

Committee has also cornrnended the operational, economic and environmental aspects of 

utiliang PV [22]. They drew this conclusion after a snidy to determine the feasibility of 

using photovoltaics to augment the? diesel generator-powered plant at the Range 

Elemonics Warfare Simulator (REWS) facility on San Clemente Island. The operational 

benefits deduced included diesel fuel savings and the abiity to operate the system in a 



standby mode ulthout a diesel generator running continuously. Estimates of econornic 

benefits included a savings-to-investment ratio of 2.2 and a simple payback penod of 5.8 

years - within DoD's criteria for deterrnining cost competitiveness. With the consideration 

of environmental benefits, the savings-to-investment ratio was as fiigh as 3.09 with a 

simple payback period of 4.12 years. 

As part of the Dorninican Republic's microwave comunication network, the 

Compania de Telefonos (CODETEL) operates several micfowave repeater stations [12]. 

The repeater sites are powered by various combinations of power sources including PV, 

wind twbiies, diesel gensets and grid connected AC power, in both stand-aione and 

hybnd power system architectures. Details of a hybrid power system configuration and 

system operational history for one of the sites located on Neyba Ridge are available in 

[12]. The absence of cornmercial power led to the design of an unattended stand-done 

power plant capable of supplying the requkd 1.68kW (continuous) at 48V @C) for this 

site. The following power sources were specified for the hybrid system describeci in [12]; a 

5.76kW PV array, a 3kW wind turbine and a 12.7kW diesel genset. On an annual bais the 

PV system provides 45% of the site's energy requirements. The wind turbine's 

contribution is estimated at 44% based on 5-6m/s mual average wind speed and the 

diesel genset provides the reniaining 11% of the site's power. AJl power sources charge a 

3,120A.H maintenance free battery bank The diesel genset is switched on only when the 

battery reaches a predetemiined depth-of-discharge. Coleman [ 1 21 stated categorîcally 

that the reliab'ility of this hybrid system surpassed that of CODETEL's other grid- 

connected rnicrowave repeater sites. 



Current surveys show that there is a potential market for the use of autonomous 

hybrid PV-systerns on barges and houseboats in Gerrnany, France and the Netherlands 

[33]. Two demonstrauon projects actually showed that the application of autonomous 

PV/diesel systems is advantageous due to economical and environmental reasons. 

Typically, the diesel generators were used when high power was needed and when the 

battery charges were cri t idy low. The diesel generators enabled the designers to reduce 

the sizes of the PV array and banery unit. Some problems encountered were low battery 

charges during winter periods, which accelerated depnrciation and thus revealed rhe 

importance of battery management. 

23. Energy Storage, Control Systems and Power Conditioners 

The cyclical life style of humans creates a problem for utility loads. In cities, peak load 

periods are during the daytime when rnost factories are in operation. Conversely, peak 

load periods in rural areas normaiïy occur fiom late evenmgs to rnidnight. The large 

ciifference between peak and light loads affects the sizing and operation of energy 

generators. This has necessitated the need to research into storage devices such as pumped 

storage plants, compressed air energy storage plants, battery energy storage system 

(BES) and superconducting magnetic storage systems (SMES). Battery storage is one of 

the most promishg and convenient devices [30] and rnay succeed pumped storage as the 

next generation storage device. In PV systems, battery storage is the rnost widely used and 

also provides an energy leveling function. Some k i d  of control system is indispensable for 

all types of PV systems in order to have good energy and load management. Functions of 

controllers include load switching, bmery and device switching and protection and 



monitoring of the system. In order to meet the power specifïcations of loads, special 

devices hown as power conditioners are used. Devices such as converters which step 

D.C. voltages up or down and inverters which conven low D.C. voltages to high A.C. 

voltages (mains) fall under this category. For power distribution, cables may contribute 

significantly to the capital cost of an energy system Careful sizing according to acceptable 

voltage drops can avoid the problern of selecting oversized or undersized cables [40]]. 

LRe and Chen [30] created a mode1 to optimize the capacity of BES in a power 

system with regard to economic benefits. The authors maxîmked the ratio of the surn of 

fuel cost saved by the BES in each h o u  and the capital cost of the BES. They used an 

iterative method and multi-pas dynamic programme to search for the optimal battery 

capacity (in each iteration). 

It is expedient for storage batteries in a PV system to reach the following 

performance requirements: high system operational security, low maintenance cost, long 

lifetime and high charging efficiency. In order to improve the battery performance, the 

operating conditions which have a damaging effect on the battery rnust be removed. These 

are overcharging (or gassing state), unconuolled charging current and deep discharging. 

[6] presents two new techniques of State-of-Charge (SOC) estimation and battery 

charging to improve the lead-acid banery performance in a PV/diesel hybrid power 

s ystem: 

A pH probe is used on-line to measure the number of hydrogen ions in the sulphuric 

acid of a lead-acid battery. An attached pH meter sensor, whose voltage is directly 

proportional ta the hydrogen-ion activity of the solution and the reference electrode, 



measures and displays the potential difference between the electrodes through a signal 

conditioning circuit (SCC). The output of the SCC is digitized and converted by a 

microcornputer to the charging current. 

Since the charging current must be conmlled to avoid any unnecessary overcharging 

stares, a new battery charger has been designed based on a series pulse width 

modulation (PWM) switch. A microcornputer is used as a systern controller in the 

PWM technique. The overail benefits are increased battery Iifetime and decreased 

maintenance cost in a PV hybrid system. 

Salanieh et al. [44] analyzed the performance of a PV powered health chic  

system The system operated with two separate batteries. The batteries were si& 

according to the load requirernents. One was used to power a vaccine refrigerator and the 

other for awriliary loads. The power controI system had a single stage dual prionty 

controller to charge the two Separate batteries h m  a single PV array. The refrigerator 

battery was given a higher priority over the battery. Thus, the use of auràfiary 

loads never jeopardized the reliability of the critical load. The design was such that the 

awriliary load used the surplus energy not needed by the main load. 

The use of stand-alone diesel generators to provide electrical power in remote 

areas has been characteIj.zed by either poor efficiency and high maintenance costs due to 

prolonged operations at low load leveis, or intexminent power because the unit is only run 

during penods of significant load. Research (351 has identifid that the incorporation of a 

battery bank and a power conditioner to produce a diesel-battery-inverter hybrid system 

could rectify this problem. Such systems can be easily amched to renewable energy 



sources such as wind or solar. According to their confi,o;urations, these systems can be 

classifiecl as either series, switched hybrid, or parallel hybrïd. 

In the series hybrid system, either the renewable energy source or the diesel 

generator is used to maintain the charge in a battery bank which supplies power to loads 

through an inverter. This confiaauration is however characterîzed by a low relative w e d  

system efficiency and a large battery capacity. 

The switched hybrid system bas the advantage of providing an improved system 

efficiency through better fuel consumption. In this system, the diesel altemator meets peak 

Ioads and channels excess power to the battery which is also charged by the renewables. 

The battery supplies power to the loads during low energy demand periods. 

The parallel hybrid system has the rnost advantages. In this scheme, dl the energy 

devices supply a portion of the load directly. The rnerits of this system are that the load is 

met in the most optimal way, the diesel efficiency is maxirriized and the capacities of the 

energy devices are significantly reduced. 1351 also introduces a new parallel hybrid energy 

system, with a high quality sinewave inverter which can also act as a battery charger in a 

reverse mode. The system cm hande loads ranging from zero (inverter only operation) to 

three times the generator capacity (inverter and diesel operating in parailel) wirh high 

efficiency. 

A technique for the reduction of the overall s y s m  cost of PV systems in rurai 

areas was presented by Snyman [4]. The design was made up of a cenmdized PV 

generator at a Maximum power point voltage of ktween 90-108V, power distribution at 

about 85V and decentralized battery storage at 12V (nominal). The energy from the PV 



array was maxirnized through the use of rnaximum power point txacking (MPPT), single 

axis solar path tracking (daily) and reflectors. The advantage of this technique was that 

decennalized energy storage in every house, with access resvicted to that particular 

house, encouraged energy management by individual households. 

2.4. Seleetion of PV Modules 

A methodology for the selection of the optimum PV module for a specific site has been 

developed by Salameh et al. 1431. Beta, Weibull and Log-Normal Pmbability Density 

Funtions were used to caiculate the irradiation probability density functicms for different 

houn of a typical day in a monh. These were used to calculate the average power output 

of diierent PV modules. The capacity factor, defined as the ratio of the average power 

output of a PV module to its rated power provideci by manufacturers, was the selection 

criterion for a PV module. The capacity factors for different modules were calculated and 

cornpareci for various months. The one with the highest capacity factor was selected as the 

most appropriate. Considering uniforni module prices, cost analyses were therefore 

elirninated. This approach normaiizes the module output power for a specific site [43]. 

Azimi has used theoretical calculations to estimate the effect of load mismatch and 

system oversizing [471. He used these concepts to select the appropriate type of PV 

modules for a specific site. Load mismatch is defïned as the deviation of the load operating 

point from the maxùnm power point. IdeaUy, a properly sized PV system is expected to 

meet the load requirements. However under field operations, certain factors such as 

mismatch, dust and clirnatic changes can lead to subsmtial deviations. The effect of these 

factors should be taken into accomt in the design procedure and can be expressed 



implicitly in t em of an efficiency factor. The result of load mismarch whkh was seen by 

[47] to effectively decrease the overall perfomance of PV systerns c m  be reduced by 

selecting the proper type and design of PV modules. Ovemzing in the context of PV 

nomenclature is the deviation of the load energy consurnption and the stored energy h m  

the theoretical expected energy output of the PV array per day. Provided that the PV 

modules' overall efficiency is known, the concept of oversizing and theoretical daily 

expected energy output c m  be used as a simple method to size PV systerns [47], 

25, Sizing of PV Systems 

2.5.1. Statistical Approac hes 

A methodology for calculating the optimum size of a PV array for a wind/PV hybnd 

system has been presented by Borowy et al. [9]. Statistical rnethods were used to describe 

both wind and solar radiation. Wind m i e  and single PV module power outputs were 

rnatched to a given load demand. Subsequently, a least square method was used to 

calculate the best fit ratio which niinimized the surn of the squares of the deviations of the 

load and generated power for a typicd hour. If the ratio was positive and less than one, it 

established the merit of a hybrid system. An algorithm was alterwards used to determine 

the optimum size of the PV array in the hybrid system. This algorithm was based on long 

term data (30 years) for both wind speed and irradiame for the site under study witfi the 

assumption that load energy should be equaï to the generated energy. 

The tradefoff risk method is used to solve problem with multiple conflicting 

objectives and uncertainty. This design methodology was employed in [19] to 

systernatically select the sizes of the various components of a hybnd systern. Most 



rnethods use the los-of-load-probabîlity (LOLP) as a design consuaint in designing stand 

alone systems. in [19] however, the LOLP was considered as another design objective to 

be minimized together with the capital investment. Uncertainties caused by the enors in 

estimating the renewable energy availabfity were also considered during the design 

process. The design of the autonomous system was hence forniateci and solved as  a 

mulh-objective planning problem under unceRainty. This rnethod does not produce an 

"optimal" design, but a snall set of robust designs which are left after al1 inferior d e s e  

have been efiminated The designers are left with the final decision of selecting a unique 

design. 

2.5.2. Detenninistic Approaches 

Ramalaimar et al. [38] presented a linear programming approach to designing integrated 

renewable energy systems. Their model coxlsists of an objective function which minhkd 

the total annual cost, subject to a set of consiraints on the availab'ility of resources and 

energy and power requiiements for various tasks. In developing their model, they selected 

the design concept of using each resource in a way that was rnost convenient and efficient 

h m  the resource-task combination view point - as opposed to the concept of converting 

ail resources into one convenient form for storage and supply to al l  demands. Future 

research was recommended on the establishment of procedures to accurately estimate the 

required data and to analyze the sensitivity of the design to changes in econornic and 

technical parameters. 

Hoff et al. [23] described a method to optirnize the cornponent mix of a rrnni- 

utility. Their objective was to mximize user benefits and minirnize overall eledcity- 



production costs. An imponant part of optimizing the component mix of the mini-utility in 

their paper was the storageàispatch strategy. In their strategy, dispatch is detemiined by 

the coinparison between incremental cost and the value of one unit of energy in storage. 

Cost and value are evaluated in discrete intervals for modeling purposes. OnIy 

combinations of the relative minimum costs and the relative maximum values are 

considered for detemiining the optimum dispatch of energy. Each s e p  of this strategy 

cmists of simple decisions of whether the grearest bene& (value minus cost) is produced 

by s t o ~ g ,  dispatching once, twice, or not at a l  The sizes of the vzuious components of 

the hybrid system are determined before the storage-dispatch strategy is implemenred. The 

system components are optimized by a stepwise search for the least-cost system 

configuration that could meet load demands. 

A mixeci-integer mathematical model has been presented in 1101 for the design of a 

remote energy generation system A stand-alone photovoltaic system, a diesel generator 

unit and a battery storage unit were examined. The objective was to detennine the 

component mix for a particular energy dernand which would optimize the overall system 

life cycle cost. The model was solved by the use of Hyper LINDO. 

25.3- Graphical Approaches 

Welch [52] introduced a simplified design tool for sizig hybrid (PV- engine generator) 

systems. The tool rnakes use of arrayfload ratios to determine whether a PV/hybrid migin 

be an economical choice and subsequently, the PV array size for the desVed power mix of 

the hybrid. The objective was to design a rnethod to help p h e r s  and engineers to assess 



the potential for hybrid application, for different climatc conditions. The methodology 

consists of five procedures organized on worksheets and graphs; 

The size of the load and the insolation availability at the site are used as indicators to 

d e t e d e  if a hybrid system is economical; 

The battery capacity is sized based on suffiCient capacity for its chargefdischarge cycle; 

The generator is sized to run at m;urimum efficiency. This is based on the maximum 

depth-of-discharge of the battery; 

The load mix of the generator and PV systern is chosen by the designer, 

The size of the PV array is determined using arrayfioad graphs for different climanc 

regions. 

A user fiiendly graphical design tool for stand-alone PVfstorage systems has been 

developed and reported in [83. The tool is ideal for users with minimal technical 

knowledge and without access to a cornputer (example, in most remote areas). This design 

tool is based on LOLP predictions. By following a design worksheet with step-by-step 

calculations that incorporate design graphs, the user cm quickly obtain the optimal tilt 

angle of the array, combinatio~ls of array and storage sizes to fit the particula. application 

and a specif?c anay and storage size that will d t  in minimum cost. 

A nomogram is a graphical representation of one or more mathematical equations. 

It consists of two or more scaies arranged such that if two variables are hown,  a third can 

be deterrnined. Sadler [42] has designed a nomogram to detemine the optimum area of a 

PV array anywhere m the world. The method involves formulating an equation for the 

optimum area of any PV array based on the total cost of satisfjhg a desked load and then 



using the variables in the equation to ma te  a nomogram If the values of the variables are 

lcnown, the optimum array size cm easily be determined by using a straight edge. 

Graphical methods are very convenient, but tend to be relatively simple and less detailed. 

25.4. Simulation models 

Simulation models to study the performances of integrated hybrid systems are classified 

into two categories in [I l ] ,  according to the time resolution of the equation goveming the 

system operation. They are long term (logistic) models and short term (dynamic) models. 

Logistic rnodek evaluate long-term performance and economic analysis of the plants. 

"Logistic" applies to models which simulate systern operation through mean values 

calculated in rime steps mging from seconds to hours, Dynamic models may be split into 

two subgroups; those with time resolution m the order of milhseconds for transient and 

stability analysis and those in the order of up to a few minutes. 

Guidelines to the proper selection of solar array and battery sizes for PV-powered 

dispersed remote system were presented in [24]. The selection is based on accurate 

modeling of the system and annual hourly simulation usmg actual meteorological and 

typical load data pertinent to a particula. site. It d e t e d e s  the usefui, dumped and 

commercial energy components forced by the system-load interaction. Two systerns were 

investigated; a system with an AC residential load of a given annual dernand profile on 

hourly basis and an irrigation system with a DC motor and a battery backup. 

A simulation package has been designed to determine the optimal expansion plan 

of an autonomous generation system including diesel generator units, wind generators and 

PV generators [26]. The package, ASP (Autonornous System Planning), utilizes 



meteorological data, load demand data and estimated economical parameters ro find the 

optimal system expansion policy for a number of years. The algonthm irnplemented in the 

package considered planning and operational comtrants, as well as the stochastic nature 

of mereorological conditions, loads and the availab'ility of the diesel units. 

2.6. Energybad Management Strategies 

According to Grournpos et al. [SOI, the objective of load management for stand-alone PV 

power systems is to minimize the total life-cycle cost of the systern while, at the same 

tirne, the battery is protected and load priorities are observeà A major step towards 

energy management is the classification of loads. The ttiree major categories of classifying 

loads are: system classification; operational classification; and pnority classification. The 

reason is to manipulate the conrrollable loads in order to reduce the battery size. An 

optimal load management strategy was mathematicaily formulated and solved by the slack 

variable method and by the penalty-function method 

Optimal rnatching of loads to PV generators was also irnplemented by Khouzam et 

al. 1281 for accurate sizing, higher performance of the system and maximum utilization of 

the PV. The ratio of the load energy to the anay maximum energy over a oneday period 

is defined as a rnsirching factor. If the system is well matched, the electrïcal energy 

supplied to the load is close to the maximum possible a m y  energy. The quality of load 

rnatching wil l  depend on the load characteristics, the PV array characteristics and the 

insolation profile. The objective in [28] was to maximize the load matching factor. The 

solution of the optimization problem gave the optimum matching factor and the 

corresponding optimum parameters of the comected loads. This led to the detemiinaion 



of the proper battery parameters which must be comeaed to the systern to improve the 

matching factor for poorly matched loads and thus supply energy to the loads during low 

insolation. Direct-search techniques were used to find the optimal solution 

Generation plarurllig was reckoned as one of the crucial steps in planning an 

expansion of a modem utility m [ZS]. A generation system nonnally consists of m y  

different types of unis that are randornly forced off-line by technical problerns during a 

no& period of operation. Probabilistic simulations were used for a reliaMity analysk of 

power generation systerns. The overail system is divided into rwo subsystem for reliabiliry 

caldation. A generarion systern mode1 was built using a recursive algorithm for each 

subsystem For each hour under analysis, the power output from the PV subsystem was 

calculated and its generation system modifieci to compensate for the effm of energy 

fluctuation. After this modification, the generation models were cornb'med using the 

discrete state algontfim to flnd the loss-of-load-expectation for the hour under analysis. 

In [4], the "Loss of Power Supply Probability " (LPSP) approach fim suggested 

for designing stand-alone PV systerns, was introduced for the design of integrated 

renewable energy sysrems (IRES), with multiple resources for multiple tasks. The 

computation is simplified by eliminahg source-task combinations that are known to be 

uneconomicaJ. or impractical. The design procedure minimizes an objective funaion of the 

total capital cost with the assumption that the entire output of the IRES is processed 

through an appropriate interface and transferred to a storage systern, from which the load 

was suppliecl on dernand. 



In 121, a closed f o m  solution approach to the problem of evaluating the LPSP of 

stand-alone PV systems with energy storage was presented. Two assumptions were made 

in this approach: the load and insolation are sfatistically independent and the load is 

uniformly distrïbuted. The insolation was modeled ushg a parameter called the "cloud 

cover" (insolation reduchg phenmena). A number of expressions provided in [2 ] can be 

used to calculate a variety of relationships between the different parameters to map the 

characteristics of a stand-alone system with energy storage. 

A model was formulated by Bloom et al. [7] for predictuig the steady-state loss-f- 

load probability (LOLP) for stand-alone PV systems with random loads. They treated the 

horizontal daily insolation as a staxionmy stochastic process dependhg on the previous 

&y's value. The PV storage systern was modeled as a discrete-the and dismete-state 

process. The States of a reservoir with sen;ùly uncorrelated net loads can be 

probabiically desdbed by a Markov transition matrix. This methodology enables a 

systematic sensitivity analysis of the LOLP to the tails of the load and solar radiation 

dimibution cuve. 

An algorithm for load management and shedding control was proposeci by Kamel 

et al. [29]. Loads were classifîed as convenient, essential, &cal and emergency. Priorities 

were given to each load of the system and energy availability and requirements were 

assumed to be known. The authors developed a model wish a weighted objective function 

of the load priorities, subject to the total available energy. The iinear progammi~g model 

was solved by the simpiex merhod. 



Khouzam et al. [27] presented a mathematical approach to the load matching 

problem in PV systems. The technique is a three-dimensional non-linear optimization with 

the objective of -mg the transfer of m y  energy to the load side. Matching factors 

were calculared for seven types of loads with no battery back-up. The loads were 

classifieci as: general, electrulytic, ohmic, constant voltage, constant current, constant 

power and maxirrnun power tracker. Optimization of the matching factor was achieved 

using the Hooke-Jeeves exploration method. The battery parameters were also detefmined 

in a similar way. The authors concluded that some loads, such as electro1ytic and constant 

voltage loads, exhibited relatively good maiching to the PV generator; others such as 

ohntic loads had poor rnafcbing and required the inclusion of maximum-power-aacker, or 

a battery system. 

2.7, Knowledge-based Approaches 

An expert system simularion (ESS) technique was formulared by Atiku et al. [SI for PV 

system control. The objective was to achieve maximum control and hence optimal 

performance of stand-alone PV systems. The conml suategies include energy 

management, voltage regulation, battery charge regulation and load management. These 

were implemented in a stand-alone PV system simulation using the KAPPA-PC expert 

system SM. The object-onented approach employs heuristic rules capable of producing a 

comprehensive load management technique. 

A method for siung PV systems to meet desired loss-of-load probability levels and 

to rninirnize the initial cost of the system was developed in [16]. The inputs to the 

algorithm are the desired loss of load probability, costs of systern components, estirnated 



average dady load (or water table depth and M y  water flow for a pumping system), 

estimated variability of W y  load and the worst-month horizontal global solar irradiation. 

The algorithm determines the appropriate components of the system and its overd  cost. 

Rarnakumar et al. [37] presented a knowledge-based design approach for 

integrared renewable energy resources ( I R E S )  to muiimize the total capital cost at a pre- 

selected reliability level. All the energy needs were grouped into medium-grade thermal 

energy (100 to 300 degrees Celsius), low-g& (les than 100 degrees Celsius), r o t h g  

shafl power (fixed or vanable location) and elecbticity categories respectively. The design 

approach of the IRES ordered, prioritized, rnatched and W y  found the ratings of the 

various energy conversion devices and sizes of different energy storage components 

required. 

Operation of PV power systerns by a neural network was investigated in 1361. 

Under known insolation and load demand, a dynamic programming method was first used 

to optimize the operation patterns of the diesel generator by rrrinimiang fuel consumption. 

The neural network was then applied to leam the optimum operation in order to operate 

the hybrid system under a different insolation and load demand. 

2.8. Sumniary 

Energy and load management tend to be the most important factors to be considered in 

sizing any energy generaxing plant. AU research carried out in renewable energy cm be 

directly or indirecùy related to these two factors. Nurnerous analytic solutions have been 

proposed and have b e n  implernented using statistics, expert systerns, simulations, or 



graphs. Other lessons gleaned from the literanire survey conducted such as in 1201, [29] 

and [SI include the following: 

Selection and sizing of energy systems alone is not the ultimate design solution; 

The problem with undersizing or oversiUng of renewable energy generators is ahost 

inevitable due to their variable power output; 

Complex design methodologies are continually being refined into user-fiiendly 

procedures such as howledge-based approaches. 

The knowledge-based approach offers not only a wide range of applicabiity, but also 

cornpatibility with other approaches. We have found the dispatch theorem for designhg 

energy and load management systems both convenient and SuffiCient for our research. By 

h h g  the lmowledge-based and dispatch approaches, we seek to obtain a simplistic 

design principle for the application of a hybrid PV/diesel system in remote areas m 

developing counuies. 



Chapter 3 

An Expert Tool for Designing PV/Fuel Hybrid Energy Systems 

3.1. Introduction 

Our energy system design was chosen to be any of the following three configuratiom: a 

stand-alone PV or fuel generator with battery back-up and a hybrid consisang of a mix of 

al1 the chosen energy generation components. The decisiion to opt for any of these three 

depends on which is most econornic and reliable for a specified site and load demand. 

The main components of a stand-alone PV system with battery back-up are a PV 

array, a bamry and a load. In order to rnaxunize performance, these components are 

intercomected by a charge regulator and a load controkr. The former protects the battery 

fiom excessive discharge whilst the iater prioritizes the energy dism'butim to loads of 

various priorities. Current state-of-art technology cordimes these two units into one 

through micro-processors. A PV module is the basic building block of the array. When a 

single one cannot convert enough solar energy into the electricity required, a number of 

modules rnay be interconnecteci to produce an array. Series connections lead to higher 

voltages whilst paraUel connections give higber CUTent. The current high capital cost of 

modules render this configuration quite uncornpetitive with conventional systems for 

terrestrial load demands of  several mega-wans. O&M costs are relatively very low. 

Diesel or gasoline generators are most efficient when they are operated at their 

o p W  capacity. A storage fadity is therefore necessary to accommodate excess energy. 

Diesel generators are relatively inexpensive to purchase. They are however characterized 



by a comparatively high OBrM cost Thus, for a cenain range of load dernand, the hybrid 

configuration may be a better option. A well-designed hybrid system obviously takes 

advantage of the low capital costs of diesel generators and rhe low OatM costs of PV 

systems and reduces the amount of fossïi fuel used. A block d iagm of such a system is 

s h o w  in Figure 3.1. 

Load Bus 

L_rJ 
1 Fuel Generator 1 

Figure 3.1. A Simplifed PVDiesel Hybrid Power Network 

In this scherne, the PV =y, the battery ban. and the diesel generator supply a 

pomon of the load dernand directly, thus fomiing a p d e l  system The baitery regdator 

is responsible for sensing the charge kvel of the baîîery and channehg energy to it when 

necessary. The controller handles energy distribution and the generator operationai 

control. From our fiterature survey, we found that the advantages of this method were: 

energy supply cm be optimized, 

the diesel generator operation can be optirnized and 



the energy producing components are reduced in size. 

Our ultimate objective is to minimke the lifecycle cost of the hybrid energy system. 

The lifecycle cost can be reduced either by minimizuig the capital cost of the system, or by 

maximizing the energy output/operational cost ratio, while operational and load 

requirements are mainîahed within appreciable liniits. We try to achieve the former goal 

by employmg a sizing technique based on heuristics embedded in an expert system By 

linking the expert system with an integer programming mode1 we are able to simulaie the 

behavior of the systern over a year. The net energy supplied to the ioads together with the 

capital and operational costs of the system determines the lifecycle cost of the system. 

3.2. The Expert System Approach 

3.2.1. The Knowledge-Base and Inference Processes of ES 

Expert system (ES) or knowledgebased engineering (KBE) is a special branch of artificial 

intelligence whereby, a cornputer program is designed to mode1 the problem-solving a ù i i  

of a human expert. KBE attempts to mimic the expert's howledge and reasoning 

methodology. These are represented as howledge base and inference engine modules 

respectively in KBE. 

The knowledge base contains speciaüzed knowledge on a problem area as provided by 

the expert. It includes problem concepts, facts, niles and relationships or heuristics. 

The most comrnon schemes for represenhng lmowledge in a knowledge base are 

object-a~bute-value triplets, rules, semantic networks, frarnes and logic. 



The inference engine is the knowledge processor which is modeled after the expert's 

reasoning. The engine is driven by the knowledge stored in the knowledge base, 

coupled with available information for a given problem. Reasoning is perfonned using 

inference techniques such as forward and backward chaining to synthesis knowledge. 

These are used together with inference conrrol straiegies to establish the goals of the 

reasoning process. 

3-22 Justification of the ES Approach and its Role in our Mode1 

An expert systern may be needed because of any of the following reasons; 

Make expertise avaïlabie when a human expert is unavailable or expensive. 

Automate a routine duty reqrilling an expert. 

Work in a hostile environment requiring expertise [17]. 

Except for the last reason, the above supports our decisiion to integrate ES m our 

mode1 developrnent. Technical expertise is required in siPng renewable energy system. 

Because of the variabrlity of clirnatic data, a routine cycle, or simulation is one of the best 

ways of predicting the short and long term behaviour of the system Economical expertise 

is also required in evaluating and predicting costs. This can be quite demanding when the 

goal is to achieve economic feasibw. 

We combine the techniques used by Roberts [40] and Abenavoli [41] to size PV 

systems. Our knowledge acquisition also includes lifecycle cost techniques fiom 

WATSUN [50] and AbenavoIi [41]. 



3.23. Sizing the PV Array 

Figure 3.2 is a summary of the sizing process for modules. 

The user provides the power demand of the appliances and their expected daily use 

(duty cycle). 

The type of module to be used with its technical specifications is selected by the user. 

The lowest average insolation (peak hours per day) depends 

and the month of the year [40], 

on the geographical are. 

Information required 

I 
Select the type of Load wauages Pi, and their expected 

module to be used in daily hourly USG Xi 
the PV systern 

+ 
l Use equation (3.1) I 

Daily output of one module, 1 QP Qlhi- 1 

The charging 
efficency, of the 

battery, and regulator 
efficiency, TI,,. 

Figure 3.2. Steps for Calculating the Minimum Number of Modules Needed 



Let V u  be the power output of one module, given in watts. Then its daily output Qp in 

kWh/day is given by the equation: 

where; 

S is the average insolation or daily irradiation of the period expressed in 

hours. 

The maximum irradiation on a clear day at midday is about 1000~/mZ which is the 

factor that manufacnuers use to rate modules [a]. 

The minimum number of modules required, Np is the total load requirement divided 

by the actual energy that can be pro"ded by one module, Qp [a], 1411. We compensare 

for losses by incorporating efficiency factors; 

where; 

is the hybrid mUr factor or the fraction of the total load demand to be met 

by the PV array; 

is the expected energy requirement in kWh/day; 

is a negative value and represents the module coefficient of temperature; 

is the nominal operathg temperature of module; 



F is the estimated degradation, niismatch and power transfer factor which 

accounts for losses due to dust cover, aghg etc; 

q, is the regulator efficiency: 

q is the banery efficiency. 

Frorn equations 3.1 and 3.2, the total power rating of the PV system V is therefore; 

V = N p  -V'; (3 -4) 

The module efficiency q, M y  affects the area A of the array and hence its 

power output per unit area We compute A h m  the test valw of 1000w/m2 as follows; 

3.2.4. Sizing the Battery Unit 

Figure 3.3 is a su- of the seps for calculating the minimum number of batteries 

needed (401. 



Information required 

I 1 I 

for the site. 

Daily eoergy requirement, P d  of stmge 
required, D, in 

1 Use equation (3.6) 1 

l Total usable capacity needed, Es 
(km) I 

Select the type of battery to 

one battery, E,B discharge, 

1 Use equation (3.7) 1 

I Minimum number of batteries needed, 
NB 1 

Figure 3.3. Steps for Calculating the Minimum Nurnber of Batteries 

We compute the usable baîtery capacity E', quired 

X and period of storage D in àays as follows [40]; 

E',= D - X  ; 

from the daiiy requisement 

This together wiîh the maximum depth of cycles leads us ro calculate 

of batteries needed; 

E ' B  . N e  =-, 
C, El, 

(3.6) 

the number 



where; 

Cs is the maximum percentage depth of discharge of the battery; 

E,, is the capacity of one battery in kWh. 

The total bmery capacity, QB, is thus; 

Q, = N B  - E',, . 

3.25. The Fuel Generator 

The fuel generator serves as the conventional energy source In our model. The available 

generator power is @en by [41]; 

QD =Q',.cs ; 

where; 

Cs is the power factor of the generator, 

Q*D is the power ming of a specific generator unit. 

In the howledge base of our expert system, the user is given the option to select a 

generator from a h'braxy of options, or aided to customize one by giving the economic and 

technical data. 

3.2.6. Economic Parameters 

3.2.6.1. The PV System 

The chef conuibutor to the cost of a PV system is the investment cost. This could 

account for 90% of the lifecycle cost. The initial investment is influenced largely by the 

systern size - both area and power related. The area related size determines the cost of 



supportive structures and tracking devices (if employed) and land acquisition. The power 

related size determines the cost of power conditioners such as inverters and converters. 

We defhe CL as the total invesmient cost for the PV system which ako takes into 

account installation and indirect costs [41]: 

c; = (1 + CP, + CP, )IG,,A) +- (C,, + Ch"). P + (CB, ,  + C,  - BI 

where; 

C,, is the ratio of the indirect cost to the total capital cos; 

C,, is the ratio of the installation cost to the total capital cost; 

Cp,, is the area related balance-of-system (BOS) cornponent cost, ($/m2); 

C,., is the PV module unit power cost, ($/kW); 

Ch, is the unit power cost of the inverter, ($/kW); 

P is the total capacity of the PV array in kW; 

C, ,, is the banery unit power cost, ($/kWh); 

ceg is the unit power cost of the replator, ($/kWh); 

B is the total capacity of the battery bank in kWh. 

The operating and maintenance cost CF consists of a fued and a variable cost; 

ciM = c ~ . o ~ j  + c ~ , o ~ v  ; (3.1 1) 

where; 

C p . 0 ~  is the fixeci cost of hiring operators and supervisors; 

CP,~M.  is the variable cost propomonal to the installed power. 



Since the life of the battery is lower than that of the PV system, the capital cost of 

its replacement CLq must be considered: 

CLq = c ~ ~ ~ B ( I - C ~ ~  +caJr). (3.12) 

where; 

' 8 ,  is the battery salvage value and; 

Cl#, is the cost to replace battery. 

We use the present values of Ck c : ~  and C,"P in 3.1 O, 3.1 1 and 3.12 to calculate the 

PV system's lifecycle cost, L, as foUows; 

L P = c p  + c y  + cgq. 

3.2.6.2. The Fuel Generator 

The capital investrnent cost of a fuel generator syaem rnajnly consists of the cost of the 

operaxing units, hydraulic piping network (highly signifiant in large units), shelter, fuel 

tank and overheads 1411: 

CL =(~+~,,)[(CD,,~,)+(',,~~~~D)+(~D,~~D)+(~C~*~C~)] (3.14) 

where; 

C D ,  is the ratio of the indirect cost of installing the diesel generator to its capital 

cost; 

CD,, is the the cost of  a generator unit; 

N, is the number of operating units; 



CD . P ~ P  is the p i p e  cost per kW of generator power, 

D is the the capacity of each generator unit in kW; 

eu is the the shelter cost per kW of generator power, 

Fc is the fuel consumption rate of each generator unit in litreslii; 

h is the daily average number of hours of operation; 

S is the fuel stock size in Litres; 

Cm is the cost of fuel tank per Litre. 

Operating and maintenance cost: 

The operathg and maintenance cost is the bulk of the total lifecycle cost It is made up of 

the cost of fuel a fïxeù entity and a variable cost dependent on the number of operating 

wiits and hours. The annual operaihg and maintenance cost is; 

c : ~  =CDVoMfND + ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h - 3 6 5 -  N ~ ) +  (AT,FCh-365*CF) 

where; 

is the the annual fked  operating and maintenance cost; 

CD,oM,, is the the annual variable operating and maintenance cost, ($1');  

CF is the fuel COSL 

We also render an account for the generator replacement cost; 

C:' = C ; N ~ ( ~  -cDN); 

where; 

CD, is the saivage value (fraction of capital cos) of the generator unit; 



Lie the PV system, we use the present values of Ci CgM and CLq to compute 

the lifecycle cost of the generator plant as follows; 

L, = c; +CE" +Cg.. 

32-63. The Hybrid System 

The lifecycle cost L of the hybrid plant i s  the algebraic sum of the lifécycle costs of the PV 

system L p  and the diesel generator system b. We hence estllnate the unit Mecycle cost 

from the total energy suppiied to the loads Q, as follows; 

Q is an estimate of a l l  the useful energy supplied by the hybnd over its entire life span. 

3.2.7. Climatic Data 

We used WATGEN [49] to generate hourly solar radiation values for three regions in 

Ghana and one in Canada WATGEN uses the m d y  average insolation data of specific 

sites to generate such a weather file. We transferred the information to EXCEL sheets, put 

them in a database form and customized the database to be accessible to both 

COMDALE/X (Section 3.3) and LINGO (Section 4.3.2). 



33. Selection of Tool 

We selected a rule-based knowledge representation technique (with or without frame 

support) for the design of this solution-driven ES. We needed an expert system tool with 

sufficient inference control strategies in addition to the following; 

The rool must have a PC version and be compatible with other window-based 

software. 

It should have conflict resolution and focus mechanisrns, which provide various 

options for lïnding the optimum solution path. 

It should have appropriate user friendly facilitators to consmct and debug the 

knowledge base and also support math functions. 

We chose the student's version of COMADALEK for its versatility and 

affordab'ility. It bas a limitation of 50 rules but otherwise has the capabiWes of the fidl 

version. 

COMDALE/X is a de-based expert system sheU, that provides both forward and 

backward chaining. It is able to incorporate user-defined smegies to control inferencing 

and other aspects of the reasoning process, such as session initiation, session termination 

and reporting. The inference control strategies manage the foLIowing; 

A search mechanisrn which enables rule search to be done either depth-first or breadth- 

first. 

A focus mechanisrn, which provides various opnons for finding the optimum solution 

path, including highest certainty , low est certainty , highest priority , or lowest priority . 

A conflict resolution mechanism, ernployed when more than one rule may apply [13]. 



3.4. Coding Strategy 

The ES takes the user through a series of interactive steps in which the user is guided to 

provide the specifications of the energy system. After computing the sizes of the energy 

components, it automatically passes this information (including the o p e r a ~ g  

specificaions of the system) on to an energy management programme miding in LINGO 

via EXCEL spreadsheets. 

The howledge base of our expert system (ES) contains information about the 

sizing technique and economic evaluation that we diiussed in the previous sections. 

Expert howledge is represented as objects, classes, rules, or procedures in the bowledge 

base of COMDALm. Objects are expressed as keyvmrd triplets with the syntax, object- 

attribute-value. Triplets can be logical, string, numerical, date, or t h e .  Faœts may be 

added to these miplets to qualify information, such as  time, customized questions and 

explanations and sources of information. Classes p u p  siniilar objects into a hierarchy and 

have fuil inheritance capabiis .  An exampie of a c h  we defined in our ES is load-type 

with public numerical attributes, time.@fZoat and watzage.0Joat. The objects, prwrily - 1, 

priori0 - 2, prwriry - 3 and priorix4 which represent four different load categories inherit 

these amibutes. The time.@.jioat represents the duty cycles of the loads whiist the 

watrage.@.float represents the different load demands. In a consultation with the ES, an 

instruction form pops up to guide the user to provide this information, 

A logical (Boolean) mplet is used in statements requiring yes or no answers. For 

exampie, the ES gives the user a choice to either custornize the generator specifications or 



use information in the ES'S knowledge base. The triplets to trigger this choice are 

Generator.available.yes and Generaror.avaiZab1e.n~. In a session the ES asks, "Do you 

want to customize the generator features or use expert information?'Comidering the 

response, the ES fires the appropriate rules. 

An example of a string keywwd triplet in Our ES isfile.directory_excel.@string. 

The user is asked to provide the cornmand parh of EXCEL which is assigned to diis 

triplet. The ES later executes EXCEL to either read from or wnte information to 

worksheets. A special feature in COMDALEK allows such a conversation to be c-ed 

out with EXCEL. For example, the ES prompts the user tu provide the start and stop 

dates of the energy management simulation period and the type of simulation. These are 

represented by date triplets simulation.srarr-daÉee@&te and simul&n.end-date.@date. 

The ES extracts the days, months and y e m  of these triplets and stores them in its 

memory. The type of simulation is represented by the suhg mplet 

simulation.mde.@srring. This mplet may have a value of "month" represen~g monthly 

simulations or "day" for daily simulations. After establishing a data Iink with EXCEL, the 

ES writes this infoxmation to a customized macro-controlled data sheet. This sheet 

automatically calculates the average solar radiation for the specified perîod from an annual 

hourly insolation data base. The ES reads this inforniaéon and continues with the 

consultation. In the background, EXCEL rnacros generate a "monthly" or "daily" file for 

LTNGO depending on the values of the simulation period and sirnulation.mde.@srring. 



Rules are expressed as if-thenelse staternents and are used to encode obscure 

concepts, heuristics, mathematical expressions and h e  and shing expressions. For 

example, a rule utilizing numerical and Boolean triplets is; 

IF PV-module.loan.no IS TRIE 
THEN PV-module.total-cost.@float = PV-module.om.@float + 
PV-module.capiral.@float + battery-repl-cost.@float 
THEN FORM ("PVECOS.frm") 

The logical triplets PV-mdute.loan.no and PV-module.loan.yes represent the 

user's decision to eirher take a loan from the bank or not. If the choice is the former, the 

above mle fins and calculates the PV system's total cost, PV-mdule.wml-costul@float, 

without a loan. Prior to this, other niles evaluate PV-module.orn.@jZoat 

PV_module.capiral.@loat and battery.rep1-cost.@oat. These triplets represent the total 

operathg and maintenance cost, the total capital cost, and the battery replacement cost of 

the PV system respectively. The last conclusion of the d e  instructs the ES to display an 

econornic evaluation form PVECOS.FRM, to the PV system 

An example of a dynamic data exchange (DDE) mle consmict is the following; 

IF TRUE 
THEN ACTWATE (" file.dUectory-excel.@&g d : V i n g o L o d m ~ x l s ' ' )  
THEN SLEEP ( 7 ) 
THEN conversationl .type.@string is "DDE' 
THEN conversationl .mapfîle.@string is "d:\comdale\siWlg1\mapfile7.rnpf' 
THEN conversation 1 .id.@integer = CONNECT ( "conversationl ", "EXCEL 
kurnasixls") 
THEN WRITE ( cmversationl.id.@integer, "shulation.mode.@string" ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversationl .id.@integer, "simulation.start~dayY@integer" ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversationl .id.@integer, "simulation.start_month.@ integer " ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversationl.id.@integer, "simulation,starttartyear.@ integer " ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversationl.id.@integer, "sirnulation.end-day.@ integer " ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversationl .id.@integer, "simulation.end-month.@ integer " ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversationl .id.@integer, "sirnulation.end-year.@ integer " ) 
THEN READ ( conversationl .id.@integer, "insolation.level.@noat" ) 



THEN DISCONNECI' ( conversation1 .id.@integer ) 

This rule presupposes a positive prernise, executes EXCEL and comxnands it to 

open the "kumasi.xls" data file. In the meantime, the SLEEP function suspends the 

inference process for 7 seconds in order to avoid a lead over EXCEL. The next three d e s  

establish a DDE conversation with EXCEL and mps  'ïcurnasi.xls" to the file 

"rnapfile7.mpf' The later file contains uisaucrions of the œli positions of each 

conversation keyword triplet. The rule proceeds by W n ~ g  the triplets to b'lnunasixls". 

The READ frinction instructs the ES to read insolation.level.@float, or the average 

insolation of the sirnuiaiion pend  from the spreadsheet. The DISCONNECI' function 

terminates the DDE link. 

Our inference smategy evokes forward chaining to direct the inference process. In 

t .  strategy, the systern Stans with hown facts and then selects rules that uüiize hese 

facts to infer other facts. These new facts are then used to propagate the application of 

additional rules. We used the ES sheii's conflict resolution xmdmism and search m e g y  

to negotiate the path of propagation. On many occasions, a triplet may have more than 

one nile to draw a conclusion. The mechanisrn we selected therefore fires niles with the 

highest priorities fint and in alphabetid order. By using a depth-fhst search strategy, the 

inference process examines ail rules in a conflict set More proceeding to niles of a lower 

priority. The forward chaining procedure ends when a l i  d e s  have been examùied [13]. 

We have provided a complete documentation of our ES code in Appendïx A, 



Chapter 4 

The Mixed Integer EnergyiLoad Management, 
Mode1 Development 

4.1. The Concept of Linear Programming 

Linear programming (LP) is essentially one of the mathematical procedures for 

detennining the optimal allocation of scanty resources. There are two main classes of 

objects in LP problems; a limited resource such as fuel and activities such as energy 

demand. Each activiry may consume or conmbute additional amounts of the resource. The 

problem lies in how to optimize the best combation of activity levels which does not use 

more resources than are actually available or make resowes redundanî. The theory 

behind ou .  enery/load management model stems from two LP facets; 

1. Input/Output Systems; 

2. Network Distribution ModeL 

In an input/output system, the output of one process may be the input to another. 

There is usually one constraint for each type of output. The constraint mathematically 

imposes the law of conservation that the amount used up of an intennediaîe product 

c m o t  exceed the amount of thk product produceci by previous processes. In our model, 

"product7' is in the form of energy. Hence energy conservation is applied to a i l  energy 

transfers. Network distribution involves the distribution of products at one or several 

points to various recipients or ourlets. We exhibit the network phenomenon in our rnodel 

through the pattern of energy distribution. Should the diesel generator be tumed on, we 

desire to constrain it to nin only at its optimal capacity. We therefore have an "if-then" 



situation which is a typical minimum barch size integer problem (IP). The combination of 

the LP and IP results in a mixed integer problem (MIP) niodel[45]. 

4.2. Mode1 Formulation 

4.2.1. Objective Function 

We seek to opthke  the availability of energy to the loads accordhg to their levels of 

priority. We also want to maintain a fair level of energy srorage to rneet peak load 

d e d  (together w9h the diesel generator and PV array), or demands 51 low or no 

radiation perioàs. The energy storage unit is esentially a bidfer elemem, whereby energy 

is released or stored when appropriate. 

We classi@ loads as emergency, aitical, essential, or convenient in a descendkg 

order of priority for load scheduling. Generally; 

Ernergency loads require an uninternipred power supply; 

Critical loads require a minimal loss of energy; 

Essential loads demand a substantial amount of energy daily, but can tolerase losses; 

Convenient loaàs can tolerate relatively longer loss of power. 

To convert this to a mathematical programming language, we can choose to make 

the above constraints in the model. This will however, cause complexities and 

inflexibility's, since the hybnd system w t  work around the constraints. Unless a very 

large hybrid system is used, the solution to the model will be infeasible in Unies of low 

radiation and peak Ioad demands. Therefore, for each load caregory i, we introduce a 

factor ty i ,  which describes its unit worth or r e m ,  in Our objective function. We desire 



also, to minimize, dumped energy, T ( t ) .  The dumped energy is the excess energy, or 

energy which cmot  be utilized by the loads or the battery. Our objective hc t ion  is as 

follows; 

Mrurimize: 

with; 

V I  >Y2 2 W 3  w“4‘ i.e., higher priority loads have larger r e m  values; 

I i ( t )  2 0 ;  

where; 

t  is the hour of a particular day; 

Ii( t)  is the W o n  of h o u  t that load i is supplied with energy; 

Pi is the energy dernand of load i in hour t in kWh. 

42.2, System Constraints 

4.2.2-1. Load 

II is important that the energy supply to loads is efficiently managed to optimize energy 

utilization, without heady undernrining the interest of load users. The energy distribution 

from the energy devices at period t  to each load i is given as foilows: 

Q p , ( f )  + Q B , i ( f )  + QDj(t) = h.Ii ( t ) .  

t =  1, 2, ..., 24; i =  1,2 ,..., 4. 

wi* 



LT 2 I i  ( t )  ; i =  l , 2  ,..., 4; t = 1 , 2 ,  ..., 24;  (4.3) 

where; 

QP, i(t> represent the energy suppliecl by the W system to load i in hour t; 

a. i(t) represent the energy supplied by battery unit to i in hour t, 

a. i(t> represent the energy supplied by the fuel generator to i in hour t. 

h is the fraction of energy lost during distribution (wire losses); 

LTi is the maximum duty cycle (number of unis of time or hours of 

operation per day) of i. 

For each tirne t, the total amount of energy suppiied to the loads X on a typical day 

of a particular month rn, is given by the algebraic surn of the h w l y  energy received from 

the energy devices; 

T'us in a full month, we approximate the expected total energy supplied as; 

X - n =  X,; (4.5) 

n is the number of days in the month m. Our concept of "a t y p d  day" is based on the 

average naily activity for a particuIar month. "Activiy" encompasses hourly solar 

radiation, operational consmaints on the energy devices and the average load demand. In 

effect, ùie expected annual energy supply to the loads becomes; 

12X, = X,; (4.6) 



Combining 4.4,4.5 and 4.6 we express the annual expected energy supply to the loads as 

4.22.2. PV Array 

Ep(t) is the sum of the energy supplied by the PV array to the loads and to the b m r y  

bank, Qps(t) " hour r, 

+ e,, ( t )  = EP(0  ; i=1 ,2  ,..., 4; t = I , 2  ,..., 24; (4.8) 

wiùi; 

Qp&) as the energy dumped by the PV array. 

Since energy geaerated by the m y  varies with insolation, we express the available anay 

energy Ep(t) at any particular time as 

Ep(f) = qVS(t) t = 1,2, ..., 24; (4.9) 

where; 

q is a factor which accounts for temperature compensation and degraàation; 

V is the capacity of the PV array in kW; 

S(t) is the insolation index at time t expressed in hours. 

4.2.2.3. Diesel Generator 

The energy produced by the diesel generator QD, is distributed to the loads and battery 

bank respecfively, with a possibiliiy of excesses. We desire to run the generator at its 

optimum capacity to ensure longevity and efficiency. 



1 if generator is on, 
Y ( r )  = 

Q D . ~ ) ,  QOM, QDP 2 0; 

where: 

&i(t> is the energy supplied by the generator to the loads; 

& ~ ( t > ~  is the energy supplied by the generator to the batiery bank; 

QD is the maximum capacity of the generator, 

Q D A ~  k the dumped energy from the generator. 

FinaBy, generatorrs should have t h e  limits of operation to reduce W e a r  and t e x  

and 

O ~ X D  2 K, 

K îs the maximum perrriissible time to operate the generator daily. 

4.2.2.4. Battery Bank 

The battery unit is a dual systeni; it serves as an energy output entity when ciiiharboUig and 

a load when charging. The net energy balance to the battery detemiines its state-of-charge, 

(SOC). We express the energy balance of the bartery from its SOC'S and energy 

distribution as follows; 



SOC(t) is the state-of-charge (SOC) of the battery at tirne period t, with 

SOC@) being the SOC at the start of the energy management penod; 

'L is the combined efficiencies of the battery and reguiator, with CF 

and DF as the charOoing and discharging factors of the battery 

respectively, (assumai to be homogeneous); 

e s  is ùie capacity of the bitnery bank 

The battery has to be protected against overcharging; therefore, the charge level at 

(t-1) plus the influx of energy from the PV amay and generator at period ( t - l ) ,  (t) should 

not exceed the capacity of the b m r y .  Mathematically; 

It is also necessary to guard the battery against excessive discharge. Therefore the SOC at 

any period t should be greater than a specified minimum SOC, SOC, ; 

1 2 SOC(t) 2 SOC, i = l T 2  ,..., 24. (4.17) 



4.2.25. Dumped Energy 

From equations 4.8 and 4.10, we finally describe the total dumped energy in each hour t as 

4.22.6. Summary of the Mode1 



t = l , 2  ,..., 24, i = l , 2  ,..., 4 (4.27) 

QBzQBSOC( t -1 )+QRB( t )+QD, ( t )  8=1,2,-.-.24; (4.28) 

1 2 SOC(t) 1 SOC, t = l ,2 ,  ..., 24; (4.29) 

Q p R  ( t )  + QDR ( f )  = r (r )  t = 1.2, ..., 24; (4.30) 

YI 2% w 3  2W.9 ; (4.3 1) 

1 if generator is on, 
Y(t) = t =  l , 2  ,..., 24, (4.33) 

This model (4.18-4.34) is a more elaborate and reaZlstic version of a previous model that 

we presented in [IO]. The earlier version does not include load management strategies. 

43. The Solution Technique 

43.1. Introduction 

The most diable method for solving MIP models is the Branch-and-Bond (B&B) 

merhod. All commercial MIP codes use this technique. B&B k t  solves the problern as an 

LP. If the LP solution is integer valued in the integer variables, îhen the algorithm 



teminates. Otherwise, B&B uses intelligent iterative search techniques for a l l  possible 

ways of rounding the fractional variables [45]. We had two options for irnplementing th% 

solution technique; 

1. Transforrn our MIP into an algorithm and code it in a high level lanDwge such as 

FORTRAN, 

2. Use a cornmercially available LP/IP tooL 

Both options have their own advanrages and disadvamges; the former may be 

more efficient in t e m  of the speed of solution, but lends itself to relaarely less user- 

friendlùiess and less flexibility in rna5Qhg input dam and interacting with other software. 

4.32. Selecîion of the MIP Tool 

Our criteria for selecting the most appropriate tool was based on the following; 

A nonprocedural language should be suffiCient to solve our model; 

The tool must have credib'ility, in order to Save the need to test and validate it; 

The value per cost ratio of the tool should be minimal for this type of project; 

The tool should have a user-friendly development environment, access to libraries, 

debugging tools and rnacro cornman&; 

The tool must be compatible with most windowdriven software for a continuous flow 

of data input, processing, display and analyses; 

We found the LJNGO software [32], suitable to process our mode1 and it 

cooperated weil with COMDALW and EXCEL. The hyper version of this software we 

used supports 4000 variables and 2 0  constraints. 



433. Coding of the Mode1 in LING0 

LING0 allows the expression of complex models m a simple, efficient, intuitive manner. 

The model may be formulated explicitly - or represented in mathematical notation with 

subscripted variables in LlNGO's modeling language, to make the model exrremely 

compact and easy to read. There are two kinds of sets which can be defmed in LINGO: 

primitive and derived sets. Each element associated wirh a set m y  have one or more 

characteristics or attributes. The amibutes may be data that the user provides or 

unknowns that LiNGO has to solve. PNnitive sets are the most fundamental, ie., they 

contain objects which are indivisible. A derived set is composed of one or more other sets, 

is a subset of another set, or coinbinations of elements from these other sets [32]. We have 

provided a sample LINGO file coding of the MIP model h m  equations 4.19-4.34 m 

Appendix B. 



Chapter 5 

Integration of the Expert System Tool with the 
MiP Mode1 

5.1, The Complete LINGOExpert System Package 

5.1.1, Introduction 

In this chapter, we show how we establish a bond between the two programs, i.e., the 

expert system and the MIP model. Figure 5.1 shows a summary of the schematic 

representation of our design procedure for the PVIdiesel generator hybrid system: 

ECONOMICS, LOAD & 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 

REDESIGN 
DESIGN OF 
PLANT 

I I 

Figure 5.1. Energyfload Management Design Algorithm 



Given econornic, load dernand and technical parameters, we size the hybrid systern 

by proposing a hybrid rnix with the expen system tool and simulate its performance with 

the energy/load management MIP mode1 discussed in Chapter 4. We subsequently 

estimate the total energy supplied to the load over the total life span of the hybrid system 

and hence its unit lifecycle cost. By repeating this process for Merent hybrid mixes, we 

are able to compare lifiecycle costs and performances to estimate the most effective 

system The cost curve essentially iies between a stand-alone PV or fuel generator system 

The L O N  and amount of energy durnped are indices which help us to estimate the 

performance of each proposed system. To aid us to simuIate the performance of the hybRd 

system, we use EXCEL to faCi.iiEtte cornmunitmion between the expert system and the 

MIP optimization tools. 

5.1.2. Data Acquisition and Inference Processes 

Our expert system is basically the preprocessor, executor and postprocessor to our 

LING0 model and EXCEL spreadsheets. Therefore its functiom include tramferring and 

retrieving input and output data to and h m  the UNGO model respectively via 

spreadsheets. As a preprocessor, Figure 5.2 shows the data acquisition algorithm of the 

expert system. 



Specifications 

I 
Economic Technical Load 
Parameters Parameters Parameters 

1 r 

Retum 

Figure 5.2. The Expert System Data Acquisition Algorithm 

The economic parameters from Figure 5.2 consist of the targeted lifecycle cost of 

electricity, cost of the various devices and bank rates if a loan is needed. The general 

characteristics of a particular PV module, battery and generator set such as power 

outputs, o p e r a ~ g  constrains and efficiencis, fom the technical data of the knowledge 

base. The technical data also inclitdes the location of the site of interest and the simulation 

period. (We have a lirnited lïbrary of the annual hourly insolation profiles of the samp1e 

sites.) The user also provides the power demand and duty cycle of the four Merent load 

types described in the previous chapter. 



DDE 

V Prototype a Generator 1""' 

Figure 5.3. The Inference Process 

Using the information provided, the expert system sizes the PV array and battery 

uiit by computing the nurnber of user-specifIed PV panels or batteries required to rneet 

the load demand. Pnor to this, the user is guided to propose the hybrid mix which 

comprises the ratio of the total load demand met by the PV to that met by the generator 

and the battery autonomy. The expert system then projects the Efk cycle cost, or the total 

present worth of the entire hybrid system, which will be used later to compute the unit 

lifecycle cost of the system. By estabiishing a Dynafilic Data Exchange (DDE) with 

EXCEL, the expert system reads the average M y  annual insolation index (used in sizing 

the PV) and h t e s  the data shown in the table below to a customized spreadsheet. 



5-13. Input Data 

Except for the simulation dam in Table 5.1, our LINGO model directly accesses the rest 

of the data from EXCEL. 

Table 5.1. Input Data to LINGO 

Capacities 

Insolation 

Generator 

Capacities 

Duty Cycles 

Capacities 

Minimum SOC'S 

EfJiencies 

Initial SOC 

Load 

Capacities 

DLUY cycles 

R e m  values 

Energy loss factor 

Simulation 

Start-Day 

End-Day 

Start-Month 

End-Month 

The simulation data is processed by a cornmand macro in EXCEL to generate a 

TAKE (macro) text Ne for LINGO. Explicitly, the user may choose between a day-day or 

rnonth-month simulation. The former gives more accutate results at the expense of a 

longer computational tirne. For monthly simulations, we use the monthly mean hourly 

global insolation. The expert system is responsible for executing the appropriate EXCEL 

command m a m  for either of the two cases. 

LINGO is executed by the expert system which in tum picks up comrnands fiom 

the TAKE me. The TAKE file is responsible for the following: 

read the MIP model which imports data from the spreadsheet; 

modify the MIP model for the next schedule of events, i.e., next day or month. The 

next schedule of events includes the initial SOC of the battery (the SOC at the end of 

the previous period, Le., SOC at the 24th hour) and the insolation data for the next 



period (month or day). The program can be easily modified to accommodate varying 

load demands from period to period. 

execute the MIP model; 

transfer output data to specific worksheets. Each set of solution data is exported to a 

different worksheet; 

quit LINGO. 

Figure 5.4 shows the algorïthrn of the execution procedure of our LINGO model: 

Call MIP model 
4 I 

Mode1 imports data 

Solve MIP model G 
Export data to 1 E y l  1 

Fiam 5.4. Execution of LINGO 



5.1.4. Output Data 

For each cycle of the execution of the LING0 model, commands in the TAKE file export 

output data to a worksheet (Figure 5.4). We have categorized our output data as shown 

below. DAY-LOAD, MONTH-LOAD and RESKWH represent the expected daily and 

monthiy energy supplied to the loads and dumped energy respectively. The rest of the 

tenns have been defined in Appendix B. 

Table 5.2. Output Data fiom LINGO 

PV-U)AD GERLOAD BAT-LOAD PV-BAmERY 

GEN-BAïTERY GEN-TIME BAT-TIME L O m  - TIME 

DAY-LOAD MONTH-LOAD PV-RES G E W S  

The above data are channeled through DDL (Dynamic Data L;ink) to update 

customized charts in the EXCEL spreadsheet. The charts help the designer to predin the 

energy disiribution network of the system. We have designed macros to automaticaiîy 

display graphs and other relevant infofmation in tirne frarnes- The expert system b ~ g s  the 

execution of EXCEL charts to the user's controf. 

After an annual energy/load management assessrnent, the expert system predicts 

the energy supplied to the load over the entire life of the hybnd system. By changing the 

percentage of energy supplied by the PV, the user cm determine the most cost effective 

hybrid m k  



5.1.5. The Expert SystemLINGO Algorithm 

Figure 5.5 is the general description of the Expert System/LINGO algorithm. 

1 Expert System (ES) 1 
Interacrion 
with user 

4 
( User provides technical ( 
and econornic parameters 1 

I 

l User proposes hybrid mix 
and battery autonorny 

+ 

ES executes LING0 1 
I 

+ 

m G 0  calls TAKE file 
I 

Read average insolahon from 
Excel (DDE) 

ES cornputes 
component sizes 

* 

Cd EXCEL macro to 
open output spreadsheet 

Simulation d 

I 

4 

Wrïte data to spreadsheet 

ES computes total lifecycle cost w 
l charts at user's prompt I 

I 
- Yes 

Update hybx3d-\ 

1 No 

1 END I 

Figure 5.5. The Expert SystemLINGO Algorithm 



5.2. Comments on the Program Development 

Mixed integer program generally require lengthy computational times for large models. 

This is the main problem we encountered in the development of the simulation program. 

Iriitially, we designed the M P  model to accommodate the entire length of the simulation 

period in one piece. The huge model resulting from this was beyond the computational 

capability of the software. To curtail this problem, we programrned the next 24 hour ELM 

period with the forecast of loadlenergy events for this period and the SOC of the banery 

of the most previous hour as the initial SOC. By the help of cornmands in the TAKE file 

we thus fmula ted  o u .  simulation technique. The most desirable simulation is the hourly 

day to day computations. However, tbk requires a relatively long computational time: a 

486 PC (1 6MB RAM), nrnning at 40MHz takes an average of 15s for a &y's simulation. 

(This approach is therefore appropriate for more powerful PC's.) To circumvent this 

situation, we assumed mean monthly load and used the mean d d y  hourly global radiation 

values for each month. Thus in a complete year for instance, we ran d y  12 optimizations 

instead of 365. 

5 3 .  System Operation and Sample Session 

In this section, we show a simple example to i l l u m e  the integrated ES, EXCEL and 

LINGO interactions. 

A user wishes to design a PV anaor diesel energy system for a parhcular load 

demand. The operation site and period are Kumasi and h m  March to April respectively. 

This a summarized version of her interaction with the ES; 



o(ES) General insmcts. Display a form for the user to fill. 

(User) Input the annual beginning and ending dates of the operation period. 

Choose the site Kumasi fiorn a list of sites. Opt for rnonthly simulation. 

a(ES) Execute EXCEL and "kumasixls" data file. Establish a DDE conversation. 

Write the dates and the type of simulation, i.e., "monthly" to the file and read the average 

insolation value for this period. Terminate the DDE W. 

In EXCEL, a number of macros work in series to open, create and close files. 

LINGO will read the hourly insolation values for this penod from the ''kumasLxis" file. 

EXCEL also generates instructions for LINGO in a text format on the file "simdayl .ltf". 

Figure 5.6 shows a brief algorithm of the macro sessions. Macro names are in bold italics. 

kumasi.xls is opened 

l Open technical data 
file htec.wk3 

Activate kumasixls 
window and Recal-I 

RecalJ 

Execute Red-ES if 
there is recalculation. 

1 
Wait for 3s and 
execute Write-LNG 

I 

Open simday 1 .M. 

l Delete ail data from 
simday 1 .ltf. 

type and period from e 
Generate LINGO 
commands and Save 
svnday1.1t€ as a text 
file. 

Close sirnday l .ltf and 
kurnasi.xls and 
execute Onchta-2. 

Figure 5.6. Macros for Creating LINGO TAKE File. 



The database in "kurnasi.xls" cornputes the following; the number of days at the 

beginning and end of the simulation period, (e-g., 10th Janu-ay 10); the average 

insolation for rhis period. The macro Read-ES (Figure 5.6) fbs anytime the ES h t e s  a 

set of data to '"kuxnasi.xls". Read-ES waits for 3s to ailow all recalculations on 

"'kumasi..xls" to be done and for the ES to read the average insolation before executing 

Wn'te-LNG. Write-LNG uses conditional, looping, ''string concatenate" and "cd  

information" functions to generate commands for LINGO on "simdayl.ltf". For the 

current example, "sirndayl .ltf' will look this; 

TAKE d:VingoLodmocMIMDAY.Ing 
ALTER ALL 'stO'sun3' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT d:\iuigoLodmocNiout.wk3 d:Uingo\rodmo&houtm3.~k3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER ALL 'stm3'stm4' 
ALTER ALL 'ISOC'ISOC2' 
ALTER ALL litec'houtm3' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT d:ü.ingoLodmodü1out.wk3 d:Uingo\rodrnocMoutm4.wk3 
PLD PLD GWD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GFES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 
QUM' 

The "TAKE" command instnicts LINGO to read the MIP model from 

"simday.lng". "ALTER ALL," changes the name "stO" in the model to "stn-13". The later is 

a range name representing the average M y  insolation for the third month in "kumasi.xls". 

LINGO wiü read this to solve the model at the "GO" command. After the solution, 



LINGO exports the variables listed to "houtrn3.wk3" by using the format of 'hout.wk3". 

In the next stage (month in this case) the insolation "stm3" is updated to "s t rn4"  for April. 

The model uses the initial SOC of the battery specified by the user in the fitst stage, i.e., 

"ISOC". This is changed to 'ïSOC2" by the "ALTERw command for the next stage or 

Apriï "ISOC2" is name of the celi where the 24th hour SOC of the previous stage was 

exported to on "houtrr13.wk3~'. "Htech.wk3" îs the file from whidi the model pich up the 

technical details of the energy system, ie., the baîîery capacity, initial SOC, etc. This nle is 

"altered" to "houtm3.wk3" so that the model can read "ISOC2". After solving the model 

for tiiis stage, LINGO exports the variables this tirne to "houtm4.wk3" and quits. 

Whilst Write-U; creates "sirnday 1 .ln", the user-ES interaction continues; 

O(=) Display a "load demandH form for the user to fill. 

(User) Enter the power dernands and duty cycles of the four load prionties. 

@(Es) Query the user for the hybrid mix factor. 

(User) Enter the percenage of ttie load demand to be supplied by the PV array. 

Ignore niles pereaining to diesel generators if the rnix factor is 100%. Ask 

user for manufaamen' specifications of a PV module and battery. 

' (User) Enter the efficiency, voltage and current specifications of one module. 

Enter the voltage, capacity, maximum depth-ofdischarge and efficiency of one battery. 

Also provide the initial SOC and the number of days of storage. 

@(Es) Calculate and display the nurnber of modules and batmies required. Ask 

for econornic details. 



'(User) Provide details of the capital and operating and maintenance costs, device 

life, etc. Fil out a loan fonn (optional). 

Cornpute and display the total present value of the PV system Ropose the 

daily operating hours of the diesel generator and compute the capacity required. Ask user 

to accept or change the operating hours. Recalculate if it is changed. Ask user to select 

diesel generator technical specifications from a list of choices or fiom user's own data. FiU 

out an "econornic" form. Estabiish DDE session with EXCEL and &te technical data to 

"htec.w k3". 

From Fiope 6.5, the macro Ondata-2 closes the "htec.wk.3" f2e when the ES 

writes data to it in order to make it available to LINGO. 

O(=] Execute LZNGO and insmict it to run the file usimidayl.ltf". Pause the 

inference process. 

The UNGO window is activated when the MIP mode1 is king solved. 

COMDALEIX renuns when LINGO closes. 

0 (ES) Ask for a prompt to continue with the inference. Read the mual energy 

supplied to the loads frorn the file "hout-MN. Compute the lifecycle cost of the system 

If the user desires to change the hybrïd mix factor or other features, cycle the inference. 

Finaliy, we describe in Figure 5.8 how a macro rads  the monthly (or daily) energy 

supplied to the loads from the LING0 output files (houtm3.wk3 and houtm4.wk3 in this 

example). We have also developed rnacros to assist the user to view charts of a selected 

period within the simulation time frame. Figure 5.7 is the continuation of Figure 5.6. 

Appendix C contains a complete documentation of all our EXCEL macros. 



Ondaîa-2 

Activate htec.wk3 
window and execute 
Close-htec when the 
ES sen& data. 

execute Load. 

L o d  

Open hout-rn.xls. Read the 
simulation type and period from 
kumasi,xls. Prepm names for each 
stage, e.g., "day 1" or "monthl" and 
"houtl,wk3" or ''houtml .wu".  

1 ~ O a d  

Map the prepared names to existing 
range names on hout-rnxls. Read 
the monthly or daily energy supplied 
from LINGO output files, e.g., 
houtl .wk3 or houtml .wk3. Write 
them to the correspondhg range 
names and compute the total. Do the 
same for the diesel operating hours. 

if prompted by 
Corndale, execute 
Dialog-Box. 

Dialog-Box 

Insrnict user to provide 
the desired period for 
chart display. Execute 
Chart at user-prompt. 

l c h r t  

l Update customized charts 
wirh results of the first day 

l or month of the user- 
des* period. Display 
lcharts in quick or slow 
ltime as specified by user. 
(Update ch: for the next 
event. 

I Exit at user-prompt and 
r e m  to Comdate. l 

Figure 5.7. Macros for Reading LINGO Output Files. 



Chapter 6 

Design Examples 

6.1. Input Data For Design Examples 

In this chapter, we present some examples of problems solved with the expert system in 

collaborarion with the energyfload management model. The objeciive is to illustrate an 

optimum energy systern design, where the energy components are sized to meet loads 

according to their order of pnority. The battery storage unit is maintained at an 

appreciable level of charge and the overall Mecycle cost of the system is rmnunized On an 

average day, we attempt to reduce the los-of-load-hours (LOLH) and excess or dumped 

energy to  zero. Subsequently, the energy components are constrained to o p e  their 

outputs, in order to achieve a minimuni lifecycle cost. Ali the problems involve the 

insolation profile of Kumasi, Ghana. We generated an hourly solar radiation for a 

horizontal surface for this region using WATGEN. By averaging the daily readings over 

each month of the year we obtained a monthiy mean M y  hourly insolation profle (Table 

6.1). We assume that the insolation profile will not vary significantly over the next 20 

years, which is the expected life of the energy system Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show the 

technical and economic parameters of the generator sets available in our expert system 

package, taken fiom 1411. We assume the cost of fuel to  include overheads lïke 

transponation. From 1411, we also derived Tables 6.4 and 6.5, assuming the best curent 

PV module and BOS costs. The load data in Table 6.6 correspond to medium, large and 

smali niral or remote loads. We assume prioriry 1 Ioads to include uncontrollable and 



instantaneous loads and priorities 2 to 4 conuollable loads. In these examples, we omit 

bank loans assurning that enough subsidy exists to pay the capital cost up front. 

Table 6.1. Mean Howly Insolation on a Horizontal Surface (xl O" k~). 



Table 6.2. Generator Unit Technicd Data 

Table 6.3. Generator Unit hstailation Costs. 

DEVICWACTOR Unit 
Storage tank $/i 

Power output (kW) 
Cost ($) 
FuelConsumption(l/h) 

Salvage value 

Escalation rate 

Generator Life 

O & M (fixed) 

Replacements 

1.6 
900 
1.3 

$/kW 

fraction 

fraction 

Y'= 
$/y= 

number 

0.6 
700 
1.0 

Value 1 DEWE/FACTOR 

1.0 
800 
1.2 

0.4 1 Fuel cost 

11.2 
6OW 
3.7 

3.0 
1300 
1.7 

Shelter 

Discount rate 

H o m  of operation 

PV cornparison period 

O & M (variable) 

Stand-by units 

Table 6.4. PV Sysem Economic Data. 

4.0 
1500 
1.9 

D E V I C E / F A ~ R  Unit 
Amy BOS $/m2 

Battery 

inverter 

5.8 
2250 
2.1 

installation I fraction 

6.6 
3000 
2.3 

Battery replacements number I 

O & M (annual) 

O & M escalation rate 

PV System life l Y- 

$/w 

fraction 

- 
Value 
50.00 

60.00 

0.50 

o. 15 

o. 1 O 

0.01 

3 

20 

Unit 

fraction 

hrs. 

Year 

$/h 

number 

DEVICWFACTOR 1 Unit 
Module 1 $Dv 

Discount rate / fraction 

Indirect cost 

0 & M (fixed) 

fraction 

$/yeair 

Battery escalation rate hction I 
Battery salvage value fiaction I 
Battery iife Yem 

Value 

- 
Value 
6.00 



Table 6.5. PV System Technical Details. 

Nominal operating temperature m) 
Module coefficient temperatme (1/ OC) 

InverterJconverter efficiency (%) 

Voltage reguiator efficiency (%) 

Battery efficiency (96) 

Maximum depth-of- discharge (%) 

Example 

1 

Daily 
Demand 

19.84kWh 

II 

D ~ Y  
Demand 

198.4ûkWh 

m 
MY 

Demand 
4.25 k W h  

Table 6.6. Load Parameters. 

ac. fraction load 

d.c.fraction load 

Module efficiency (96) 

Degradation factor (fraction) 

Mean insolation, (kwday)  

O 

1 

13 

0.15 

4.2 



6.2. Results and Discussion 

6.2.1, Example I 

Below are results of our first demonsWve problem In this example where we assumed 

an average M y  load &mand of 19.84kWh, we found the optimum design to be a stand- 

alone battery backup fuel generator systern This design produced the best iifecycle cost 

and average LOLH (loss-of-load-hours) values (Table 6.7). The energy/load management 

simulation ako yielded a prediction of the M y  energy dimibution strategy to the loads 

and the different states of the energy devices. 

Table 6.7. Techno-Econornic Feanires for Example 1. 

t 

Plant 

Fuel Generator 

PV Array 

Battery Unit 

In Figures 6.1-6.6, we graphically illustrate the results of the proposed energyfload 

management (ELM) technique for the optimal operation of the fuel generator system with 

battery back-up. The generator is switched on to operate only at its optimal capacity and 

for a maximum of 6 hourly units daily (Figure 6.5). This operational cost redution 

measure is meant t o  yield fuel economy and prolong its life by reducing the carbonation 

caused by part-load operations. To accommodate this constra.int set on the generator, the 

Approximate Dumped Energy for an Average Day (kW) 

Approximate LOLH for an Average Day QI) 

Total Present 
Value ($) 
46,988 -37 

Optimum Fraction of 
Daiiy Load Met 

1 .O 

O 

1 .O 

O 

O 

Capacity 

4.000kW 

N/A 

15.000kWh 

N/A 

1 128.37 



battery unit sized for haLf a day autonomy (battery alone operating) acts as a buffer to 

store energy (Figure 6.3) in order to partly meet load demands (Figure 6.2). Thus energy 

is theoretically not dumped or shed. 

Pnrnârily, low SOC'S of the bartery, or peak load demands rnay tngger-on the 

generator. In practice, a controller with an in-built microprocessor would predetermine 

how rnuch energy should be uansferred to the battery which has the highest prioriy, 

depending on its SOC and the amount of "excess" energy avsilable. In this particular 

energyfioad management scheme, we maintain a rrinumum SOC of 0.4 to avoid over- 

discharghg which cm cause keversible d m g e s .  (The user may select a maximum SOC 

to minimize gassing which is sigdicant when the battery is being charged at high SOC'S.) 

The management scherne provides a reasonably high average SOC for cases of upsurges 

or irregularities in the load demand. 

The loss-of-load-hours (LOLH) for a typical day is zero since no load shedding is 

enforced. in Figure 6.4, we show the hourly variation of the fraction of load demand met 

for each type of load. The loads receive their energy according to the* priority levels and 

duty cycles. Priorities 1 to 3 loads receive 100% of îheir dernand in each unit of their duty 

cycle. Load 4, with the lowest priority and a duty cycle of 10 hours, receives a fraction of 

its load demand in some hours and a compensation for this LOLH in other hours. The 

optimizaîion scheme proposes the best hours to operate loads with duty cycles less than 

24 hours and the energy distribution from the generator and battery (Figures 6.1-6.2). In 

practice, this is helpfd in pre-programrning microprocessors for controiring loads and the 

energy devices. 
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Figue 6.1. Variation of Energy fkom Generator to Loads with Time. [ïJ 
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Figure 6.2. Variation of Energy fiom Battery to Loads with Time. [Il 
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Figure 6.3. Vanation of Energy to Battery with Time. [il 

Figure 6.4. Variation of the Fraction of Load Demands Met with Ti. [1] 
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Figure 6.5. Operational Mode of Generator. m 
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Figure 6.6. State-of-Charge of Battery. [Il 



6.22. Example II 

Below are results of our second demonstrative problem. With an assumed average daily 

load demand of 198.40kWI-1, we found the optimum design to be a typical PV/fuel 

generator hybrid system with bartery backup. Table 6.8 shows the hybrid mix we obtained 

for this system for rriinimum l i fqcle cost and LOLH. In Figures 6.7-6.13, we show a 

sample of the energyboad management strategy for an average day in the monsh of March. 

The results for the worst month, August, are in Appendix D. 

Table 6.8. Techno-Econornic Features for Example II. 

Fuel Generator 

Battery Unit I 1 .O 

1 

Approximate Dumped Energy for an Average Day (kW) 1 0.000 1 

Daily Load Met 
0.60 

Approlamate LOLH for an Average Day (h) 

In example Ii, we encounter a typical PVIfuel generator hybnd situation where the 

hybrid mix ratio of 4% gives the minimum lifecycle cost of this systern On an average &y 

in March, which has the highest insolation for this geographical area, the generator 

operating time is reduced by an hour (Figure 6-12), as opposed to operations m August 

(Appendix D). The PV system thus provides a substantial arnount of energy for the loads 

and the battery in the daytirne (Figures 6.7 and 6.10). The energy/load management 

scheme therefore schedules the generator operations for low radiation hours. This schem 

305.ûûûkWh 

0.0 

24kW 

196255.8 1 

Estimated Overall LifecycIe Cost ($/kWh) 

Vdue ($) 
28 1930.22 

0.33 



is especially useful to protect the battery and load priorities in poor insolation periods. In 

prolonged cases of consecutive bad weather days when the PV may be ineffective, the 

optimization scheme would be forced to impose discriminate load shedding. Figures 6.9, 

6.10 and 6.1 3 show the daily activity of the battery . The parallel construction of the hybrid 

system enables the battery to panake in the energy distribution whenever its SOC is 

appreciably modes. The PV and generator charge the banery in the day and night periods 

respectively. This arrangement raises the SOC to a high level for the next cycle since the 

generator has the higher charging effea. Figure 6.11 is a useful tool for predicting the 

optimum load operations for controller pre-programmjng. 

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 

Time of Day in Hours 

Figure 6.7. Variation of Energy frorn PV to Loads with Tirne. [DL] 
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f i  6.8. Variation of Energy from Generator to Loads with Time. [ïI] 
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Figure 6.9. Variation of Energy from Battery to Loads with Time. [II] 
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Figure 6.10. Variation of Energy to B m r y  wirh Tirne. [II] 
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Figure 6.1 1. Variation of the Fraction of Load Demands Met with Time. [II] 
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Figure 6.1 2. Operational Mode of Generator. m] 
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Figure 6.13. State-of-Charge of Battery. [II] 



6.23. Example III 

Below are results of our third demonsrrative problem. Our design solution for the daily 

load demand of 4.25kWh is a stand-alone PV systern with battery backup. Table 6.9 

shows the battery and PV array component sizes we obtained for the minimum lifecycle 

cost and LOLH. In Figures 6.14-6.18, we show a sample of the energyload management 

strategy for a typical day in the month of March. The results for the worst rnonth, August, 

are given in the Appendix. 

Table 6.9. Techno-Economic Features for Example III. 

1 Approximate LOLH for an Average Day (h) I 0.0 I 

Plant 

Fuel Generator 

Battery Unit 

Capacity 

N/A 

Optimum Fraction of 
Load Met 

O 

For low load demands, such as in srnall microwave repeaters, a stand-alone PV 

system with bartery backup rnay be the most cost effective option as shown by example 

III. Though the PV and battery are o p e r a ~ g  in paraIlel, the battery supplies most of the 

energy to the loads (Figure 6.21-6.22) whist ùie PV predorninantly charges the battery 

(Figure 6.23). The load management scherne (Figure 6.24) schedules load operations in a 

way which avoids or rriinimizes peak-load (all loads operating). This measure protects the 

battery and limits load-shedding. Figure 6.25 shows a smooth rise in the SOC of the 

Total Present 
Vaiue ($) 

N/A 

1 .O 

Approxirnate Dmped Energy for an Average Day in (Wh) 900.000 I 

6.SkWh 9705.09 



battery as irradiation increases and load duty cycles terminate (Figure 6.24). Thk schem 

maintains a high SOC for the next cycle of daily events. 

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 

Ti of Day in Hours 

Figure 6.14. Variation of Energy from PV to Loads with Time. 
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Figure 6.15. Variation of Energy from Baîtery to Loads with Tirne. lm] 
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Figure 6.16. Variation of Energy to Battery with Time. [III] 
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Figure 6.17. Variation of the Fraction of Load Demands Met with Tirne. [ml 
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Figure 6.18. State-of-Charge of Bartery . [Un] 

63. Summary 

In the above examples, we have demonsnated the importance of careful design planning 

for renewable energy systems. By this means, costs can be adequately reduced wirhin 

reasonable compromises with consumer dernands. Our smdy shows that stand-alone PV 

systems are usuall.y more economical than %el generator systems for small load demands 

(4.25kWday in our example). The fuel generator is more econornicaily effective for 

Iarger loads and the PV/diese1 generator hybrid for yet higher dernands, depending upon 

load dernand constraints. We anticipate however, that the fuel generator may be the best 

choice for load demand peaks of several thousands of watts, since the prie  per peak-watt 

of PV modules is still quite fiigh. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

7.1, Summary 
5 

In the previous chapters, we have discussed the porential of solar energy as the main 

source of energy for the coming century. In Chapter 1, we showed that this could be of 

profound advantage to the developing world. We focused on photovoltaic (PV) systems 

which are solar energy converters and discussed the dramatic advancement of this 

technology. In Chapter 2, we gave a l i t e r a .  survey of PV systerns. The PV/diesel 

generator hybrid is a good exarnple of the combination of renewable and conventional 

energy systems, for improved pe~onnances in many cases. Subsequently, we established 

an expert system strategy and a mWed integer (MIP) methodology for desigrhg a 

PV/diesel hybrid system for remote applications. In Chapter 3, we discussed some 

different system configurations and elaborated on the developrnent of an expert system to 

utilize the rules-of-thumb methods used by some experts to design such energy systems. 

For the designer to estimate the performance of the system, we fmulated an MIP 

energyfload management model in Chapter 4 and discussed the solution tool we used. In 

the following chapter, we demonstrated how we linked our expert system with the MIP 

model and EXCEL to form a composite tool. With this tool, a designer can simulate the 

performance of a PVJdiesel design concept and estimate the optimal sizes of the individual 

components. Finally, we iUustrated some examples of the performances of three dîfferent 

systern configurations in Chapter 6. 



7.2. Discussion 

Renewable energy systems are graduaUy getting a foothold in the energy market. The PV 

system for instance has been proven to be reliable, robust and environmentally benign. Its 

simplicity and modulanty rnake it acceptable in many rugged and remote areas, lending it a 

double credence as an urban and rural energy source. We have show fiom this research 

that hybrid systems such PVfdiesel, could be more cost-effective than grid extensions - or 

even isolated diesel generators for remote applications. A nuniber of drawbacks lirnit the 

progress of PV systems. The politics of energy deployment, the cost of PV modules and 

education are sorne of the salient issues. Most energy related fun& to developing 

counmes are used to estabiish or maintain large sale conventional energy systems such as 

hydroelectric plants. Also, suppliers of PV modules have paid more attention to tfiin film 

modules ùian they have to poli-crystal silicon. The former has a strong penetration in non- 

energy markets (Le., watches, calculators, etc.) but its low efficiency and initial 

degradation make it unattractive in iarge sale energy systems. Present day moduie prices 

are still high due to insufficient technological breakthroughs and lack of rnass production 

factories. Nevenheless prices have dropped by about 95% over the past two decades and 

wiü continue to deciine. Finally, education on the use and benefits of existing PV systems 

has not been well coordinated or promoted, especialiy in the developing countrîes. In this 

research, we have attempted to establish credence for the implernentation of these devices 

in some applications to contribute to the momentum build-up of PV applications 



73. Conclusions and Future Research 

We have observed that the proper sizïng of the component mix of hybrid systems is not 

sufficient in itself to reduce Mecycle costs. Energy and load management are other 

indispensable design critena. Given enough resources, the simulation technique that we 

adopted is one of the best means of saeamüning de s ip .  Our product is useful in 

situations where the chutic history of a particula. site is documented. It also requires a 

p~diction of the mean d d y  load demand for different priorities of loads. Such data can be 

assimilated by some micro-processor-dnven controllers now available on the market. The 

load users must be willing to cope with interventions by the energyfioad management 

suategy, in order to confonn energy dispatch to certain optimized patterns. The designer 

can curtail the inconvenience ùiis rnay cause by using a larger storage &vice or a reservoir 

to accommodate excess energy h m  a slightly over-sized system. Most researches dealing 

with the siang of renewable energy devices presuppose demand-side energy/load 

management. This rnay not be ideal when one is dealing witb fluctuating resources. 

The average daily insolation of our test site, Kumasi, is about 4.5kw/m2 which is 

below the 5-8kw/m2 average for some (non-fores) areas of AIRca. Thus, our results 

showed a ciifference with the results presented in [Il]. This research showed that hybrid 

systems are most cost-effective for loads between 10 and 250kWh/day, stand-alone PV's 

for loads below this range and diesel generators for loads above this range. Our results, 

however, showed diesel generators to be the best choice for a load of 19SkWh/day 

(Chapter 6). The 4.5kWday and 19SkWhJday loads in our first and third examples 



respectively fa11 within the range in [Il]. In windy areas, the incorporation of (or 

replacement of PV) wind turbines could result in better hybnd systerns. 

Solution approaches tu the design of hybrid system range from simple to 

complex. Our methodology is a compromise between the two emremes and uses good 

estimates. The expert system approach is user-fiiendly and easy to m w .  We have 

demonstrated the capability of COMDALE/X to cornmuniate with EXCEL and L.INGO 

to f o m  a composite tooL EXCEL spreadsheets have powerful capabilities in autornating 

processes and are very useful in expert sysrem development. Our next step would be to 

replace COMDALEBC, which has to rdy on an external spreadsheet, with VISUAL 

BASIC on EXCEL. Though PC-based UNGO is fîexiile to use, Xts Bmch-and Bound 

technique for solving MIP models slows d o m  cansiderably for large or cornplex models. 

Such models should be split into sub-models if appropriate relationships c m  be 

established. 

The successful developnient of a PV/diesel hybnd system design tool has been our 

major success. We have been able to breakdown the complex hybrid design problem to a 

simple user-frendly task. ï h e  scope of our tool does not encompass detailed 

considerations and analyses of Ioad and energy device characteristics (e.g., 1-V 

characteristics). Future research would involve the integrarion of other renewable sources 

such as wind energy systerns in our model. We also seek to include grid systems, elaborate 

A.C.D.C. load profiles, generation expansion planning and detailed sensitivity smdies. 

This would provide a wider range for analyting the economic and technical advantages of 

different systern configurahons. For good computational effïciency, we would Like to 



formulare appropriate algorithm to decompose (or sirnplq) Our MIP model. Finaily, we 

look forward to developing an expert system o p t i m o n  shell which developers can use 

to custorn-design their own tools for analyzing such energy system design problems. 
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Appendix A 

Expert System Code in COMDALE/X 

Object 
@name = corndale 
@ amibute = dir.@string, mapfile.@strhg 
endobject 

Object 
@name = excel 
@amibute = dïr.@sûing, exe-ara@ struig, exe-dira@ string 
endobject 

Object 
@name = isolation 
@ amibute = ares.@ string, area-xls.@sning, excel-ares-xls@ string 
endobject 

Object 
@name = h g 0  
@amibute = ara-path.@string, dir.@st.ing, exe-d~.@strhg, 

exe-take.@suing, rodmod-dir.@ string, take-file-ph.@string 
endobject 

Object 
@name = path 
@amibute = change-yes 
endobject 

Question 
@name = Area 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Provide the insolation data file narne without the extension, eg. Kumasi, 
Toronto, etc. The file should have been previousiy installeci", isolation.area@string ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = Comdalel 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Please provide the paîh of COMDALEK, eg. c:\Eorndale ", 
comdale.dir.@sÛing ) 
endQuestion 



Question 
@name = Excell 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Please provide the path of the EXCEL directory, eg. c:hsofficekxcel", 
exceLdir.@sning ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = Ling01 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Please provide the paîh of the LINGO duectory, eg. c:\lingoW, 
lingo-dire@string ) 
endQuestion 

Rule 
@name = a 
@priority = 2 
IF TRUE 
THEN TEXT ( "Welcome to the PV-HYBRTD-SIZER", "WELCOME" ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = rl 
@cornment = "Dkctory paths of Excel and Lingo" 
@Me = 3 
@prioriry = 2 
IF TRUE 
THEN comdale.mapfile.@string is STRCONCAT ( comdaie.dir.@string, 
'Isizing lbpfile9.mpf " ) 
THEN excelexe-àir.@stnng is STRCONCAT ( excel.dir.@string, 'kxcel.exe " ) 
THEN lingo.rodrnod-dir.@string is STRCONCAT ( lingo.dir.@snUig, 'IrodmocW ) 
THEN fingo.exe_dir.@sîring is STRCONCAT ( lingo.dir.@sûing, 'Ilingo-exe " ) 
THEN isolation.area-&.@string is STRCONCAT ( isolation-area@string, ".xls" ) 
THEN isolation.excelntea_xls.@string is STRCONCAT ( "excd ", 
isolation.areaareaxls.@sning ) 
THEN lingo.area-path.@string is STRCONCAT ( hgo.rodrnod-dir.@string, 
isolation.area-xls.@string ) 
THEN 1ingo.take-file-path.@string is STRCONCAT ( lingo.rodrnod_dir.@stnng, 
"sirnday 1 .ltfl ) 
THEN excel.exe-area.@string is STRCONCAT ( excel-exe-düi@string, 
1ingo.area-pth.@sning ) 
THEN lingo-exe-take.@string is STRCONCAT ( lingo-exe-dir.@string, 
1ingo.take-file-path.@sbing ) 
THEN FORM ( "path.mn" ) 
THEN FORM ( "pathx.M1 ) 



Rule 
@name = r2 
@comment = "Export" 
@priority = 2 
IF TRUE 
TWEN EXPORT ( "hybrid.fil", "comdde.mapfile.@s", 50,100 ) 
THEN EXPORT ( "hybrid.fil+", "excdexe-area.@s", 50,100 ) 
THEN EXPORT ( llhybrid.fil+", "lingo,exe-take.@s", 50,100 ) 
THEN MPORT ( "hybrid.nl+", "isolati~n,area~xls.@s'~, 50,100 ) 
TH EN EXPORT ( "hybndfi+", "isolati0n.exce1~area~xIs.@s'~, 50,100 ) 
endRule 

Facets 
@triplet = comdale.ciîr@string 
@question = Comddel 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = exceLdk@string 
@question = Excell 
endFacets 

Facets 
@mplet = isolation.area@string 
@question = h 
endFacets 

Facets 
@nipiet = lingo.dir.@string 
@question = Ling01 
endFacets 

!*** LoadStrategy must go at the end of the Knowledge Base ***! 



Object 
@name = banery 
@amibute = capacity.@float, capacity_total.@float, capital.@float, 

cost.@fioat, depth-of-discharge.@float, efficiency.@flo& 
escalation.@float, ind.@float, initi&soc.@f oat, 
initialilsoc 1 .@ f loat, inst@ float, life.@ float, 
life-c ycle-cost.@ float , number.@integer, number 1 .@ integer, 
om@float, ornf@float, omv.@float, 
reg.@float, repL@integer, replcost.@ float, 
storage.@ float, total-cost.@ float, voltage.@ float 

endobject 

Object 
@name = comdale 
@attribute = mapfile.@sning 
endobject 

Object 
@name = conversation 
@anribute = id@integer, mapNe.@stnng, type.@shg 
endobject 

Object 
@name = conversaticml 
@ attcibute = id.@integer, mapfile.@string, type.@String 
endobject 

Object 
@name = conversation2 
@attribute = id.@integer, mapfile.@string, type.@string 
endobject 

Object 
@name = conversation3 
@amibute = id.@integer, rnapme.@string, type.@string 
endobject 

Object 
@name = excel 
@ attribute = exe-are&@ string, exe-dir.@string, exe-take.@ string 
endobject 

Object 
@name = Generator 



Object 
@name = Generatorl 
@amibute = amortization.@float, Capital-cost.@float, Capital-factor.@float, 

Capitalfactor1 .@float, Capitd_factor2.@float, Capitalfactor3.@float, 
Capital_factor4.@float, cost .@ float, discount.@ float , 
escalation.@float, eval.@date, eval.@time, 
fueL@float, fuel-consurnption.@float, indirect.@float, 
inst.@float, interest.@float, life.@ float, 
life~cycle~cost.@float, 1oan.110, loan.yes, 
number.@ float, om-cos@ float, om-fixed.@float, 
om-var.@float, Operating-time.@float, Overload-factor.@floa~, 
Piping .@ float, power.Output- l O W ,  power.Output-l12ûûW, 
power.ûutput-l600W, power-ûutput-3000W, power.Output-4ûûûW, 
power.Output-5800W, power.Output~6ûûW, power.0utputd6600W, 
power.@float, power-selected.@float, replacement.@integer, 
replacement-cost.@float, salvage.@float, shelter.@float, 
stock@float, storage-tank.@float, tank_cost@float, 
totai_cos~@float, totaLoperating-timee@float, unit-cost.@float 

endobject 

Object 
@name = insolation 
@attribue = leveL@float, value.@float 
endobject 

Object 
@name = isolation 
@ attribute = a.eaareaxls.@string, excel-area-xls.@ string 
endObject 

Object 
@name = h g o  
Qattribute = area-path.@string, exe-dir.@string, exe-take.@string, 

take-file-path.@ string 
endobject 

Object 
@name = LOAD 
Qattribute = life.@float, total.@float, week-yes, 

yearly.@fioat, yearly-res.@float 
endobject 



Object 
@name = load-PV 
@ amibute = percent.@float, total.@ float 
endobject 

Object 
@name = load-type 
@amibute = energy-cost.@float, time.@float, weekno, 

week. yes 
endobject 

Object 
@name = priority-1 
@class = load-type 
Qattribute = time.@float, w attage.@ float 
endobject 

Object 
@name = pnority-2 
@clas = load-type 
@attribute = rime.@ float, wattage.@ float 
endobject 

Object 
@name = priority-3 
@ciass = load-type 
@attribute = time.@float, wattage.@ float 
endobject 

Object 
@name = priority-4 
@class = load-type 
@attribute = time.@float, wattage.@float 
endobject 

Object 
@name = PV-Module 
@aitribute = amortizauon.@float, area.@float, capital.@float, 

Capital-factor.@ float, Capital-factor1 .@ float, Capitai-factor2.@float7 
Capital-factor3.@float, Capital_factor4.@float, current.@float, 
data.no, data-yes, discount.@float, 
efficiency.@float, escalation.@float, eval.@date, 
eval.@time, ind.@float, inst@float, 
interest.@ float, life.@ float, life-cycie-cost.@ float, 
loan-no, ioan. yes, modl .@ float, 



mod2.@fioat, nurnber.@integer, orn.@float, 
omf.@floar, ornv.@float, output.@float, 
output-of-one.@ float. toralcost.@ float, voltage.@ float , 
wattage.@float 

endobject 

Object 
@name = simulation 
@amibute = chart-yes, end-date.@date, end-day.@integer, 

end-month.@integer, end_year.@integer, form.no, 
forrn. yes, mode.day, mode.month, 
mode.@suing, start_date.@date, staa_day.@integer, 
stm-monrh.@integer, staiz_year.@integer, total_days.@float 

endObject 

Object 
@name = system 
@anribute = iifecost.@float 
endobject 

Question 
@name = AskJJser 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "The first 4 pmeeding rules establish a DDE l in.  with Excel. You will be 
prompted to give the simulation mode and period. This will enable intelligent interfaces to 
generate a set of cornmands for the optimizer-LINGO. IF you have previously entered the 
sirnulation period and mode, click no to proceed to other mles of HYBRIDSZ. IF you 
desire to rnake changes please ensure that excel is closed. ", Simulation.form.yes ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = Cost 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "What is the cost of energy in $/kWh?", load-qpe.energy-cost.@float ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = Generator 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Do want to customke generator characteristics?", Generator.available.yes 
1 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = Generator-avdable_no 



@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Do you want to custornize generator characteristics?", 
Generator.available.no ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@ name = Genemor-available y e s  
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Do you want to customize the generator features?", 
Generator.avaïlable.yes ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = Generator-loan-1 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Are you going in for a ban from the bank ?", Generatorl.loan.no ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = GeneratorJoan_2 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Are you going in for a loan from the bank ?", GeneratorLloan-yes ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = Generator-output- 1 OOOW 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "What size of generator 
Generatorl .power.output-6ûOW ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@ narne = Generator-output-600%' 
@userlevel = 1 

would yoi J like to choose?", 

@do = ASK ( "What size of generator would you like to choose?", 
Generatorl . power. output-600W ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = Generator-time 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Estirnate the number of hours of diesel generator operation per day.", 
Generatorl . operating-tirne.@float ) 
endQuestion 



Question 
@name = PV-1Loa.n-1 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Are you going in for a loan from the bank?', PV-Module-loanno ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = PV-lem-2 
@userlevel = l 
@do = ASK ( "Are you going in for a loan from the bank?", PV-ModuIe.loan.yes ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = PV-question-2 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Do you want to customize PV econornic characteristics?". 
PVModu1e.data. yes ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = pv-question-1 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Do you want to customize PV eunoxnic characteristics?", 
PVModule.daîano ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = v i e w p p h s  
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Would you like to see the load/energy management charts?", 
simulation.chart.yes ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = week-no 
@userlevel = 1 
@do = ASK ( "Do you want a weekly accessment of the symem ?', load-type-weekao ) 
endQuestion 

Question 
@name = week-yes 
@userlevel = i 
@do = ASK ( "Do you want to weekly accessment of the system ?", Ioad-type-week-yes 
1 
endQuestion 



Restriction 
@name = resrict-2 
@text = "Value should be between O & 24" 
@constraint = prioriry_2.time.@float >= O & priority-S.time.@float <= 24 
endRemiction 

Restriction 
@name = restrict-1 
@texr = "Value should be between O & 2 4  
@consuaint = priority-1 .time.@float >= O & pnoritytYl.time.@float <= 24 
endRestriction 

Restriction 
@name = resaict-3 
@text = "Value souid be between O and 24" 
@constraint = priority-3.time.@float >= O & pnoriry_3.time.@float <= 24 
enmestric tion 

Restriction 
@name = restrict-4 
@te= = "Vdue souid be between O and 24" 
@consuaint = pnority_4.time.@float >= 0 & priority-4.time.@float <= 24 
endRemiction 

Exclusive 
@name = Generator-available 
@state = yes, no 
endExclusive 

Exclusive 
@name = Generator-options 
@state = 0utputt600W, ûutput_lûûûW, Output-1 O W ,  

ûutput-3000W, Output-4ûûûW, Output-58ûûW, 
Output~6600W, Output-1 1200w 

endExc1usive 

Exclusive 
@name = Simulation-mode 
@state = DAY, MONTH 
endExclusive 

Exclusive 
@name = Sys-week 
@tate = yes, no 



Multichoice 
@name = Generaior-loan 
@state = yes, no 
endMuitichoice 

Multichoice 
@name = PV-1 
@state = yes, no 
endMultichoice 

Multichoice 
@name = PV-Loan 
@state = yes, no 
endMultichoice 

Multichoice 
@name = bat1 
@state = yes, no 
endMultichoice 

Rule 
@name = a-Excell 
@comment = "Write to Excel" 
@prionty = 2 
IF TRUE 
THEN conversation.type.@stnng is "DDE 
THEN convers~on mapfle.@ string is comdale.mapfile .@ string 
THEN conversaiion.id.@integer = CONNECT ( "conversation", "excel htec.wk3 " ) 
THEN battery.initial_soc.@float = battery.initid-soc.@Aoat / 100 
THEN WRITE ( conversation.id,@integer, l'banery.initial-soc.@fl ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversation.id.@integer, "battery.capacity,total.@fl ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversatimid.@integer, "PV-Module.wattage.@f " ) 
THEN Generatorl .power-selected.@float = Generatorl .power-selected.@ float * 
Generator 1 .number.@float 
THEN WEUTE ( conversation.id.@integer, "Generatorl .power-selected.@fl ) 
THEN WR-ITE ( conversationid.@integer, "Generatorl .Operating_time.@fl ) 
THEN WRl[TE ( conversation.id.@integer, "priority_l .wattage.@f ' ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversation.id.@integer, "priority2.wattage.@f' ) 
TKEN WRITE ( conversation.id.@integer, "prioritytY3.wattage.@f' ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversation.id.@nteger, "priority-4.wattage.@f1 ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversation.id.@integer, "priority-l.time.@fl ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversation.id.@uiteger, " priority. the.@ f ' ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversation.id.@integer, "priority3.time.@fT ) 



THEN WRITE ( conversation.id.@hteger, " priority-4. tune.@fl ) 
THEN DISCONNECT ( conversation.id.@ integer ) 
THEN SLEEP ( 2 ) 
THEN GOTO ( "b-LINGO" ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = asenerator 
@priority = 3 
IF TRUE 
THEN ASKUSER ( Generatorl .operating_time.@float ) 
THEN Generatorl.power.@float = ( ( 1 - ( load-PV.percent.@float ) / 100 ) * 
load.total.@float * 1.200000 ) / Generatorl .operating,t]ime.@float 
THEN TEXT ( "You need a fuel generator size of !$ Generâtorl .power.@float $! W ,  
"Generator capacity" ) 
enciRule 

Rule 
@name = a-number-of-modules 
@priority = 4 
IF TIRUE 
THEN FORM ( 'battery.fdl ) 
THEN FORM ( "rnodule.fnn" ) 
THEN PV-module.output-of-one.@float = PVVmodule.current.@float * 
PV-module.voltage.@float * insolation.level.@float 
THEN TEXT ( "The output of one module will be 
!$PV~module.output~of~one.@fioat/10ûû$!kWh~day", "PV output" ) 
THEN PV-module.number.@uiteger = ( lad-PV.total.@ float * 1 0 0  ) / ( 
PV-module.output-of_one.@aoat * battery.efficiency.@float ) 
THEN TEXT ( "The number of modules needed is !$PV-module.nu~ber.@i$!~', "# of 
modules" ) 
THEN PV-module.output.@fioat = PV-module.output-of-one.@fioat * 
PV-module-nuinber-@integer 
THEN PV-Module. wattage.@ float = PV-module.output.@float / 
insolation.level.@float 
THEN TEXT ( "The total PV anay output is !$PV-module.output.@f/l OW$!kWH/day", 
" ARRAY" ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = a-PVECO-3 
@cornment = "Cost - escalation not equal to discount" 
IF TRUE 
AND PV-module.escdation.@float != PV-moduie.discount.@float 



THEN PV-module.capital.@ float = ( 1 + ( PV-module.ind.eflaat / 1 00 ) + ( 
PV-module.inst.@ float / 100 ) ) * ( ( PV-module.rnod1 .@float * ( 
PV-module.output.@float / insolation.level.@float ) ) + ( PV-modde.modS.@float * 
PV-module.area@ float ) + ( battery .cost.@ f loat * battery xapacity -total.@float ) + ( 
batteryrep.@float * PV-module.output.@float / insolation.level.@float ) ) 
THEN PV-module,om.@ float = ( ( PV-rnodule.omf.@ float * 
sïmulation.total_days.@fioat / 365 ) + ( PV-module.omv.@float * ( 
PV-module.output.@float / insolation.level.@float ) ) ) * ( 1 - POW ( ( ( 100 + 
PV-module.escaiation.@float ) / ( 100 + PV-mdule.discount.@float ) ), 
PV-module.lSe.@float ) ) 
THEN battery-repl-cost.@float = ( battery.cost.@float * batteq-capacity-total.@float 
) * POW ( ( ( 100 + battery.escalation.@float ) / ( 100 + PV-module.discount.@float ) 
), ( battery.repl.@integer * battery.life.@ float ) ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = a-simulation 
@pnority = 5 
IF simulation,fonnyes 
THEN FORM ( "insolat.mn" ) 
THEN sirnulatîon.start-day.@integer = DAY ( simulation.start-date.@date ) 
THEN simulationend-day.@integer = DAY ( simulation.end-date.@date ) 
THEN simulation,start-rnonth.@integer = MONTH ( simuIation.start-date.@date ) 
THEN simulation.end-month.@integer = MONTH ( simulation.end-date.@daxe ) 
THEN simularion.sm year.@integer = YEAR ( simulation.start-date.@dm ) 
THEN sirnuiation.end_year.@integer = YEAR ( simdation.end-date.@date ) 
ELSE IGNORE ( $Rule, '5-simulation" ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = bsenerator 
@priority = 3 
IF Generatorl .power.@float != O 
AND Generator.availab1e.yes 
THEN FORM ( "gen.W ) 
THEN FORM ( "gene.fim" ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = b-LINGO 
@comment = "Activate Lingo and Lifecycle cost analyses. Read from Excel " 
@priority = 2 
IF TRUE 
THEN ACTIVATE ( lingo-exe-take.@string ) 



THEN PAUSE ( "YOU WILL BE TAKEN OVER TO THE OPTIMIZER IN A FEW 
SECONDS. 
HIT ENTER WHEN CONTROL RETURNS TO YOU " ) 
THEN PAUSE ( "OKAY?" ) 
THEN conversation2.type.@sning is "DDE 
THEN conversation3.mapfilee@ string is corndale. mapfile.@ string 
THEN conversatïonS.id.@integer = CONNECT ( "conversation2, "excel hout-rn-xls " ) 
THEN WIRITE ( conversation2.id.@uiteger, "conversation2.id.@i" ) 
THEN SLEEP ( 6 ) 
THEN READ ( conversatiorQ.id.@integer, "load.yearly.@f' ) 
THEN READ ( conversauon2.id.@integer, '1oad.yearly-res.@fl ) 
THEN READ ( conversation2.id.@ integer, "Generatorl .tod-operahng-he.@ float" ) 
THEN DISCONNECT ( conversation2.id.@integer ) 
THEN SLEEP ( 2 ) 
endRule 

Rute 
@name = b-number-of-batterie 
@pfionty = 4 
IF TRUE 
THEN battery.number.@integer = ( ioad.total.@float * 100 * batfery.storage.@float ) / 
( bartery.depth-of-discharge.@float * battery.capacity.@float ) 
THEN battery.capacity-total.@float = ( battery.nwnber.@integer * 
battery xapacity .@float ) 
THEN TEXT ( "The number of batteries needed are !$battery.number.@i$!", "#of 
batteries" ) 
THEN TEXT ( "The total of battery capacity is therefore !$ battery.capacity_total@f 
$!Wh, "Battery Bank" ) 
enmule 

Rule 
@name = b-PVECO-4 
@comment = "escalation equal to discount" 
IF TRUE 
AND PV-module.escalation.@float == PV-rnodule.discomt.@float 
THEN PV-modde.capital.@float = ( 1 + ( PV-module.ind.@float / 100 ) + ( 
PV-module.inst.@ float / 100 ) ) * ( ( PV-module.modl .@ float * ( 
PV-rnoduie.output.@float / insolation.level.@float ) ) + ( PV-moduie.mod2.@fioat * 
PV-module.area@ float ) + ( battery.cost.@ float * battery .capacity-total.@ float ) + ( 
battery-reg .@ float * PV-module.output@ float / insolation.~evel.@float ) ) 
T I E N  PVmodule.om.@ float = ( ( PV-module.omf.@ float * 
simulation.total~days.@aoat / 365 ) + ( PV-module. omv .@ float * ( 
PV-module.output.@float / insolationlevel.@float ) ) ) * PV-module.Iife.@float 



THEN banery .repl-cost.@float = ( banery.cost.@float * banery.capacityttotal.@float 
) * POW ( ( ( 100 + battery.escalation.@float ) / ( 100 + PV~module.discount.@loat ) 
), ( battery.repl.@integer * battery.life.@float ) ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = b-simulation 
@priolily = 5 
IF simulation.mode.month is TRUE 
TIHEN sirnulation.mode.@sning = "month 
ELSE simulation.mode.@string = "day" 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = csenerator 
@priority = 3 
IF Generatorl .power.@ floa? != O 
AND Generator.available.no 
AND Generatorl .power.Output-60W 
THEN Generator 1 .power-selected-@float = 600 
THEN Generatorl .cost-@float = 700 
TEEN Generatorl .fuel-consumption@float = 1 
THEN Generator 1 .operatkg-time.@ float = 6 
THEN Generator 1 .overioad-factor.@ float = 1.200000 
THEN Generatorl.discount.@float = 12 
T H .  Generatorl .escalation@float = 6 
THEN Generatorl .interest.@float = 2 
THEN Generatorl .indirect.@float = 0.300000 
THEN Generatorl .amonizatïon.@float = 1 0 
THEN Generatorl .fuel@ float = 0.800000 
THEN Generatorl .Life.@float = 7 
THEN Generatorl .om-fixed.@float = 150 
THEN Generatorl.om-var.@float = 0.080000 
THEN Generatorl.Piping.@float = 0 . 0  
THEN Generatorl .replacement.@integer = 2 
THEN Generatorl .salvage.@float = 1 
THEN Generatorl .shelter.@ float = 0.200000 
THEN Generatorl .stock.@float = 2 
THEN Generatorl .storage-tank.@float = 0.400000 
THEN Generator l .riumber.@ float = 1 
THEN FORM ( "gen1.h" ) 
THEN FORM ( "genl e.frm" ) 
THEN GOTO ( "a-Excell " ) 
endRule 



Rule 
@name = c-PVECO-1 
@cornment = "Econornic Data" 
@priority = 4 
IF PV-Moduledata. no 
THEN battery .cost.@ float = 0.û60000 
THEN battery.escalation.@float = O 
TNEN battery.reg.@float = 0.250000 
THEN battery.life.@float = 5 
THEN battery.repl.@integer = 3 
THEN PV-module.discount.@float = 15 
THEN PV~module.esc&tion.@float = 1 
THEN PV-module.ind.@ f loat = 5 
THEN PV-moàule.inst@float = 5 
THEN PV-module.mod 1 .@ float = 6 
THEN PV-module.modî.@float = 50 
THEN PV-module.omf.@ float = 30 
THEN PV-module,omv.@float = 0.080000 
THEN PV-module.life.@float = 20 
THEN PV-module.efficiency.@float = O. 130000 
?MEN PV-module.area@float = PV-mdule.output.@float / ( 1OOO * 
PV-module.efficiency.@float * insolation.leveL@floai ) 
THEN FORM ( "PVECOI .FIIMW ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = cPVEC0-5 
@comment = "Cost - loan required" 
IF TRUE 
AND PV-Module.loan.yes 
TMEN FORM ( "PL0AN.FRhf1 ) 
THEN PV-module.interest@noat = f V-module.interest.@ float / 100 
THEN PV-module.discount.@float = PV-module.discount.@float / 100 
THEN PV-module.Capital_factorl .@ float = PV-module.interest.@float * POW ( ( 1 
+ PV-module.interest.@ float ), PV-module.axnortization@ fioat ) 
THEN PV-module.Capital_factor2.@float = -1  + POW ( ( 1 + 
PV-module.discount.@ float ), PV-module.amortization.@ float ) 
THEN PV_module. Capital_factor3.@float = PO W ( ( 1 + PV-module.interest.@ float 
), PV-module.amortization.@float ) - 1 
THEN PV-rnodule.Capitaltalfactor4.@float = PV-rnodule.discount.@ float * PO W ( ( 1 
+ PV-modtile.discoun~@float ), PV-module.amortizaion.@float ) 
THEN PV-module.Capital~factor.@float = ( PV-rnodule.Capita1-factor1 .@float * 
PV-module.Capital_factor2.@float ) / ( PV-module.Capit;il-factor3.@float * 
PV-module.Capital_factor4.@float ) 



THEN PV-module.total_cost.@float = PV-module.om.@float + ( 
PV-module.Capital_factor.@ float * PV-module.capital.@fioat ) + 
battery.replcost.@float 
THEN PV-module.eval.@date = $Current-date 
THEN PV-rnodule.eval.@tirne = $Curent-tirne 
THEN FORM ( "PVECO5.W ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = c-simulation 
@prioIity = 5 
IF sirnulation.form. yes is TRUE 
THEN IMPORT ( "hybrid-fil", 50,100 ) 
THEN ACïIVATE ( excel-exe-area.@string ) 
THEN SLEEP ( 10 ) 
THEN conversationl .type.@string is "DDE" 
THEN conversation1 .mapfile.@sthg is comdale.mapfile.@saYig 
THEN conversationl .id.@integer = CONNECT ( "conversationl ", 
isolation,excell~eaeaxls.@string ) 
THEN W R ï E  ( conversationl .id.@integer, "simulation.rnode.@s" ) 
THEN WRïïE ( conversation 1 .id.@integer, "simulation.start_day.@i" ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversation1 .id.@integer, "simulation.starttartmonth.@i" ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversationl .id.@integer, "simulation.sta~~year.@i" ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversationl .id@integer, "simulation.end-day .@i" ) 
THEN WlUTE ( conversationl .id.@integer, "simula.on.end-month.@?' ) 
THEN WRïïE ( convers&onl .id.@hteger, "simulation.end_year.@i" ) 
THEN READ ( conversationl .id.@integer, "insoiationleveL@ f ' ) 
THEN READ ( convexsationl .id.@integer, "sirnulation.totalndaysS@ft ) 
T I E N  DISCONNECT ( conversationl .id@integer ) 
THEN FORGET ( "sirnul.ation.forrn*" ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = dsenerator 
@priority = 3 
IF Generatorl .power.@ float != O 
AND Generator-availableno 
AND Generatorl .power.Output-1000W 
THEN Generatorl .power-selected.@float = 1000 
THEN Generatorl .cost.@float = 800 
THEN Generatorl .fuel-consumption.@float = 1.200000 
THEN Generatorl .opera~g-time.@float = 6 
THEN Generator 1 .overload-factor.@ float = 1.200000 
THEN Generator 1 .discount.@ float = 1 2 
THEN Generatorl .escalation.@float = 6 



THEN Generator 1 .interest.@float = 2 
THEN Generator 1 .indiit.@float = 0.300000 
THEN Generatorl .amortization.@float = 10 
THEN Generatorl .fuel.@float = 0.800000 
THEN Generatorl .life.@float = 7 
THEN Generatorl .om-fixed.@float = 150 
THEN Generator 1 .om-var.@ fi oat = 0.080000 
THEN Generatorl .Piping.@float = 0.040000 
THEN Generatorl .replacement.@integer = 2 
THEN Generator 1 .salvage.@float = 1 
THEN Generatorl .shelter.@ float = 0.200000 
THEN Generatorl .stock.@ float = 2 
THEiN Generatorl sorage-tank@float = O.4OOûOO 
THEN Generatorl aumber.@float = 1 
THEN FORM ( "genl .frm" ) 
THEN FORM ( "gen1e.W ) 
THEN GOTO ( "a-Excell " ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = d-PVECO-2 
@comment = "Economic Data - User selects" 
@priority = 4 
IF PV-Module.data.yes 
THEN FORM ( "PVEC02.FRM" ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = d-PVECO-6 
@comment = "Cost - Ioan not required 
IF TRUE 
AND PV-Module.loan.no 
THEN PV-module. Capirafactor.@float = 1 
THEN PV-moduie.tota1-cost.@float = PV-module.orn@fioat + 
PV-modde.capital.@float + batierympl-cost@float 
THEN PV-mdule.eval.@date = $Current-date 
THEN PV-module.evai.@time = $Current-time 
THEN FORM ( "PVECOS.fmi" ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = esenerator 
@ pnority = 3 
IF Generatorl . power.@ float != O 
AND Generator.avâilable.no 



AND Generatorl .power.Output-1600W 
THEN Generatorl .power-selected.@float = 1600 
THEN Generatorl .cost.@float = 900 
THEN Generatorl .fuel-consumption.@float = 1.300000 
THEN Generator 1. operatingDtime.@float = 6 
THEN Generator 1 .overioad-factor.@ float = 1 -200000 
THEN Generatorl .diicount.@float = 12 
THEN Generator 1 .escalation.@ float = 6 
THEn Generator 1 .interest.@float = 2 
THEN Generatorl.uidirect.@float = 0.300000 
THEN Generatorl .amoItjzation.@float = 1 0 
THEN Generator 1. fuel.@ float = 0.800000 
THEN Generatorl.life.@float = 7 
THEN Generatorl .om-fixed@fioat = 150 
THEN Generator 1 .om-var.@fioat = 0.080000 
THEN Generator 1 .Fiping.@float = 0.04000 
TJ3EN Generatorl .replacement.@integer = 2 
THEN Generator 1. salvage.@ float = 1 
THEN Generatorl .sheiter.@ float = 0.200000 
THEN Generatorl .stock@float = 2 
THEN Generator 1 .storage-tank@float = 0.400000 
THEN Generatorl.number.@aoat = 1 
THEN FORM ( "gen 1 .frm" ) 
THEN FORM ( "genle.fmi" ) 
THEN GOTO ( "a-Excell" ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = f~enera tor  
@priority = 3 
IF Generatorl . power.@ float != O 
AND Generator.available.no 
AND Generatorl .power.Output-3000W 
THEN Generator 1 . power-selected.@float = 3000 
THEN Generatorl.cost.@float = 1300 
THEN Generatorl .fuel-consurnption.@float = 1.700000 
THEN Generatorl .operating-time.@float = 6 
THEN Generator 1 .overload-factor.@ fioat = 1 -200000 
THEN Generatorl .discount.@fioat = 12 
THEN Generator 1 .escaIarion.@float = 6 
THEN Generatorl.interest.@float = 2 
THEN Generatorl .indirect.@fioat = 0.300000 
THEN Generatorl .amortization.@float = 10 
THEN Generator 1. fueI.@float = 0.800000 
THEN Generator 1 .life.@ float = 7 



THEN Generatorl .om-fXxed@float = 1 50 
THEN Generatorl .om-var.@float = 0.08ûûûû 
THEN Generatorl .Piping.@fl oat = 0.04ûûûû 
THEN Generatorl .replacement.@integer = 2 
THEN Generatorl .salvage.@float = 1 
THEN Generatorl .shelter.@float = 0.200000 
THEN Generatorl .stock.@ float = 2 
THEN Generatorl .storage-tank@float = 0.400000 
TMEN Generatorl .number.@float = 1 
THEN FORM ( "gen 1 .frmf' ) 
THEN FORM ( "gen1e.W ) 
THEN GOTO ( "a-Excell " ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = g-generator 
@priority = 3 
IF Generatorl .power.@float != O 
AND Generator.available.no 
AND Generatorl .power.0utputt4000W 
THEN Generatorl .power-selected@float = 4000 
THEN Generatorl .cost.@float = 1500 
THIEN Generatorl .fuellconsumption.@float = 1.900000 
THEN Generator 1 .operathg_time.@float = 6 
THEN Generator l .overload_factor.@float = 1.200000 
THEN Generatorl .discount.@ float = 12 
THEN Generatorl .escalation.@ float = 6 
THEN Generator 1 .interest.@ float = 2 
THEN Generator 1 .indirect.@ float = 0.300000 
THEN Generatorl .amortization.@float = 10 
THEN Generatorl .fbel.@floar = 0.800000 
THEN Generator 1 .life.@float = 7 
THEN Generatorl .om-fixed.@fioat = 150 
THEN Generatorl .om-var.@float = 0.080000 
THEN Generatorl .Piping.@float = 0.040000 
THEN Generator 1 xeplacement.@integer = 2 
THEN Generatorl .salvage.@noat = 1 
THEN Generatorl .shelter.@float = 0.200000 
THEN Generatorl .stock.@float = 2 
THEN Generatorl storage-tank.@ float = 0.400000 
THEN Generator 1 .number.@ float = 1 
THEN FORM ( "genl .mn" ) 
THEN FORM ( "gen1e.h" ) 
THEN GOTO ( "a-Excell " ) 
endRule 



Rute 
@ name = hdenerator 
@pliority = 3 
IF Generatorl .power.@ float != O 
AND Generator.availab1e.no 
AND Generatorl .power.Output-5800W 
THEN Generator 1. power-selected.@ fioat = 5 8 0  
THEN Generatorl .cost.@float = 2250 
THEN Generaror l .fuel_consurnption@fi oat = 2.100000 
THEN Generator 1 .operating_time.@fioat = 6 
THEN Generatorl .overload-factor.@ float = 1.200000 
THEN Generatorl .discount.@flloat = 12 
THEN Generatorl .escalation@float = 6 
THEN Generator 1 .interest.@fIoat = 2 
THEN Generatorl.indirect.@float = 0.300000 
THEN Generatorl .arnortization.@float = 10 
THEN Gener;ttorl.fuel.@fioat = 0.800000 
THEN Generatorl.life.@float = 7 
THEN Generatorl .om-fixed.@floai = 150 
THEN Generatorl .om-var.@ float = 0.080000 
THEN Generatorl .Piping.@float = 0.OQ0000 
THEN Generatorl ~eplacement.@integer = 2 
THEN Generator 1 .salvage.@fioat = 1 
THEN Generatorl .shelter.@ float = 0.200000 
THEN Generatorl.stock.@float = 2 
THEN Generatorl .storage-tank@fioat = 0.400000 
THEN Generatorl .number.@ float = 1 
THEN FORM ( "genl.fnri" ) 
THEN FORM ( "gen1e.W ) 
THEN GOTO ( "a-Excell" ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = isenerator 
@priority = 3 
IF Generatorl .power.@float != O 
AND Generator.available.no 
AND Generatorl .power.Output-6600W 
THE3 Generatorl.power~selected.@float = 6600 
THEN Generatorl .cost.@float = 3000 
THEN Generatorl .fuel-consuniption.@float = 2.300000 
THEN Generator 1 .operating-rime@float = 6 
THEN Generator l .overload-factor.@ float = 1 -200000 
THEN Generatorl .discount.@float = 12 



THEN Generatorl .escalation.@float = 6 
THEN Generatorl .interest.@ float = 2 
THEN Generator 1 .indirect.@ float = 0.300000 
THEN Generatorl .amortization.@float = 10 
THEN Generatorl .fuel.@ float = 0 . 8 0  
THEN Generatorl -life.@float = 7 
THEN Generatorl .omfixed.@float = 150 
THEN Generatorl .om-var.@ float = 0.080000 
THEN Generatorl . Piping.@ float = 0.O4ûûOO 
THEN Generatorl .repiacement.@integer = 2 
T][WEN Generatorl ,salvage.@ float = 1 
THEN Generatorl .shelter.@float = 0.200000 
THEN Generatorl .stock.@float = 2 
THEN Generatorl storage-t&@float = 0.400000 
THEN Generatorl .number.@float = 1 
THEN FORM ( "genl .fbi1 ) 
THEN FORM ( "genl e.fmi" ) 
THEN GOTO ( "a-Excell " ) 
endRute 

Rule 
@name = j-generator 
@ priority = 3 
IF Generatorl .power.@ float != O 
AND Generator.available.no 
AND Generator 1 .power.Output,l1200W 
THEN Generator 1 .power-selected.@float = 1 1200 
THEN Generatorl .cost.@float = 6000 
THEN Generatorl .fuel-consumption.@float = 3 .KKlûOû 
THEN Generator 1 .operating-tirne.@ float = 6 
THEN Generator 1 .overloadoadfactor.@float = 1 -200000 
THEN Generatorl .discount.@float = 12 
THEN Generator 1 .escalation.@float = 6 
THEN Generatorl .interest.@float = 2 
THEN Generatorl .indirect.@ float = 0.300000 
THEN Generatorl .amortization.@float = 10 
THEN Generatorl .fueI.@float = 0.800000 
THEN Generatorl .life.@float = 7 
THEN Generatorl .om-fixed.@float = 150 
THEN Generatorl .om-var.@float = 0.080000 
THEN Generatorl .Piping.@float = 0.040000 
THEN Generatorl .replacement.@integer = 2 
THEN Generatorl .salvage.@float = 1 
THEN Generatorl .shelter.@float = 0.200000 
THEN Generatorl .stock.@float = 2 



THEN Generatorl storage-tank.@ float = 0.400000 
THEN Generatorl .number.@float = 1 
THEN FORM ( "genl.fnn" ) 
THEN FORM ( "gen  le.^" ) 
THEN GOTO ( "a-Excell " ) 
endRule 

Ruie 
@name = ksenerator 
@comment = "Generator O&M cost for esc. not equal to discount rate" 
IF Generatorl .escalation.@float != Generatorl .discount@ float 
AND Generatorl .power.@ float != O 
THEN Generatorl .om-cost.@ float = ( ( ( Generatorl .om-fixed.@ float * 
siniulation.totaltaldays.@float / 365 ) * Generatorl mumber.@float ) + ( 
Generator 1 .om-var.@ float * Generator 1 .nurnber.@float * 
Generator 1 .totaloperating,time.@float ) + ( Generatorl .fuel-consumption.@ float * 
Generator 1 .number.@float * Generator 1. total-operatkg-time.@fioat * 
Generatorl .fbel.@float ) ) * ( ( 100 + Generatorl .escalation.@float ) / ( 
Generatorl .discount.@float - Generatorl .escalation.@floar ) ) * ( 1 - POW ( ( ( 100 + 
Generatorl .escafation.@float ) / ( 1 00 + Generatorl .discount.@float ) ), 
PV-module.Me.@float ) ) 
THEN Generatorl ,replacement_cost.@float = Generator 1 .cost@float * 
Generatorl .number.@float * ( 1 - ( Generatorl .salvage.@float / 100 ) ) * POW ( ( ( 
100 + Generatorl .escalation.@float ) / ( 100 + Generatorl.discount,@float ) ), ( 
Generator 1 -replacement.@integer * Generatorl .life.@ float ) ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = lsenerator 
@comment = "Generator O&M cost for esc. quai to dis. rate" 
IF Generatorl .esdation.@ float = Generatorl .discomt.@float 
AND Generatorl .power.@float != O 
THEN Generatorl .om~cost.@float = ( ( ( Generatorl .om-fixed.@ float * 
s~ulationtotal_days.@float / 365 ) * Generatorl .number.@fioat ) + ( 
Generatorl .om-var.@ float * Generator 1 .number.@fioat * 
Generatorl .totai-operatïng-time.@float ) i ( Generatorl .fuel-consumption.@float * 
Generator l .number .@ float * Generator 1 .total_operating_time.@float * 
Generatorl .fuel.@floa ) ) * PV-module.We.@float 
THEN Generatorl .replacement-cost.@float = Generatorl .cost.@float * 
Generatorl .number.@float * ( 1 - ( Generatorl.salvage.@float / 100 ) ) * POW ( ( ( 
100 + Generatorl .escalation.@float ) / ( 100 + Generatorl .escalation.@float ) ), ( 
Generatorl .replacement.@integer * Generatorl .life.@float ) ) 
endRule 

Ruie 



@name = Loadforrn 
@comment = "LOad specifications" 
@prier. = 5 
IF TRUE 
THEN FORGET ( "sirn~lationform.*~' ) 
THEN priority -1 .tirne.@ float = 24 
THEN FORM ( "loadl . f d l  ) 
THEN FORM ( "load2.fnn" ) 
THEN FORM ( "load3,fnn" ) 
THEN FORM ( "load4.W ) 
THEN FORM ( "loadfhfnn" ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = Load-req 
@comment = "Total load requixement" 
@priority = 5 
IF TRUE 
THEN load.total.@float = priority-1 . wattage.@float * 1. tirne.@ float + 
priority2.wattage.@ float * prioritytY2.time.@float + priority-3 .wattage.@float * 
priority_3,tim.@float + prionty-4.wattage.@float * prioritytY4.time.@float 
THEN TEXT ( "The total load requirement is !$load.total.@f/l000$!kWH/dayW, "Load 
requirementl ) 
THEN load-PV.total.@float = load.total.@float * load_PV.percent.@float / 100 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = msenerator 
@comment = "Generator capital cost calculations" 
IF Generatorl .power@ float != O 
THEN Generator 1 .unit-cost.@ float = Generatorl .cos@ float * 
Generatorl .nurnber.@ float + ( Generatorl .number.@float * Generator 1 .Piping.@ float 
* Generator 1 .power-selected@float ) + ( Generarorl.shelter.@float * 
Generatorl .power-selected.@fioat * Generatorl .numt>er.@float ) 
THEN Generator l .tlinktlinkcost@float = Generatorl .fuel-consumption.@ float * 
Generator 1 .number.@float * Generatorl .total_opera~g-he.@float * 
Generatorl .stock.@float * Generatorl storage-tank.@float 
TNEN Generatorl .Capital-cost.@fioat = ( 1 + Generatorl .indirect.@float ) * ( 
Generatorl .tank-cost.@float + Generatorl .unitcost.@float ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = risenerator 
@comment = "Generator present total cost calculations for no loan" 
IF Generatorl .power.@float ! = O 



AND Generator 1 .loan.no 
THEN Generator 1 .totalcost.@ float = Generator 1 .Capital_cost.@ float + 
Generatorl .om-cost.@ float + Generatorl .replacement-cost.@float 
THEN Generatorl .eval.@date = $Curent-date 
THEN Generatorl .eval.@time = $Current-tirne 
THEN FORM ( "Genee-mn" ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = osenerator 
@comment = "Generator present total cost calculations for loan" 
IF Generatorl .power.@ float != O 
AND Generator 1 .ban. yes 
THEN FORM ( "Gloan.frm" ) 
THEN Generatorl .interest.@float = Generatorl .interest.@float / 100 
THEN Generatorl .discount.@float = Generatorl.discount.@float / 100 
THEN Generatorl .Capitalalfactorl .@float = Generatorl .interest.@float * POW ( ( 1 + 
Generatorl .interest@float ), Generator 1 .amortization.@ float ) 
THEN Generatorl .Capitaltalfactor2.@float = ( POW ( ( 1 + Generatorl .discount.@float 
), Generatorl .arnortization.@fioat ) - 1 ) 
THEN Generatorl .Capitaltalfactor3.@float = POW ( ( 1 + Generatorl .interes~@float ), 
Generatorl .amortization.@float ) - 1 
THIEN Generatorl Capital-factor4.@float = Generatorl .discount.@float * POW ( ( 1 
+ Generatorl.discoum.@floar ), Generatorl .amortization.@float ) 
THEN Generatorl .Capitaifactor.@float = ( Generatorl .Capital_factorl .@float * 
Generatorl Capital-factorS.@ float ) / ( Generatorl .Capitaltalfactor3 .@float * 
Generatorl .Capital_factor4.@float ) 
THEN Generatorl .totalcost.@float = ( Generatorl .Capital_factor.@float * 
Generatorl .Capital-cost.@ float ) + Generatorl .om-cost.@float + 
Generator 1 .replacement-cost@float 
THEN Generatorl .eval.@date = $Current-date 
THEN Generatorl .eval.@time = $Curent-time 
THEN FORM ( "Genee.fÎrdt ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = psenerator 
@cornment = "Generator unavailable" 
IF Generatorl .power.@ float = O 
THEN Generatorl .total-cost.@float = O 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = q-Grand-Cost-1 
@cornment = "Life Cycle Cost with Excess Energy Dumped or Reserved." 



IF T'RUE 
THEN load.life.@ float = ( load. yearly .@ float * PV-module.life.@ float ) / 1 OOO 
THEN system.lifecost.@fioat = ( PV~module.total~cost~@float + 
Generator 1 .total-cost.@ float ) / loadlife.@ float 
THEN TEXT ( "The total lifecycle cost of your system is !$ systemlifecost.@f$!$/kWh if 
you durnp excess energy. If this is below the targeted electricity cost, then consider 
changing the ratio of PV to generator load supplies. ", "UFECYCLE COST' ) 
THEN load. life.@float = ( Io& yearly-res.@ float * PV-module.life.@ float ) / 1 OOO 
THEN system.Lifecost.@float = ( PV-module-total-cost.@float + 
Generator 1 .total_cost.@ float ) / load.life.@ float 
THEN TEXT ( "The total lifecycle cost of your system is !$ systemlifecost.@f$!$/kWh if 
you utilize excess energy. If this is below the üugeted elecaicity cost, then consider 
changing the ratio of PV to generator load supplies. ", "LIFECYCLE COSY ) 
endRule 

Rule 
@name = r-Graphs 
@comment = "View Excel chars" 
IF simulation,chaxt.yes 
THEN conversation3.type.@saXng is "DDE" 
THE' conversation3.mapNe.@string is comdale.mapfile.@string 
THEN conveLSation3.id.@integer = CONNECT ( "conversationS", "excel hout-m.& " ) 
THEN WRITE ( conversation3 -id@integer, "conversation3 .id.@?' ) 
THEN DISCONNECI' ( conversation3.id@integer ) 
THEN PAUSE ( "Switch to EXCEL to view charts." ) 
endRule 

Facets 
@triplet = Generator.available.no 
@prioriry = 5 
@exclusive = Generato~~available 
@question = Generator-available-no 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = Generator.available. yes 
@ priority = 5 
@exclusive = Generator-available 
@question = Generator-available-yes 
endllacets 

Facets 
@triplet = Generatorl .loan.no 
@ multichoice = Generator-loan 
@question = Generator-loa~ l 



Facets 
@triplet = Generator 1 -1oa.n. yes 
@multichoice = Generatocloan 
@question = Generator-loan-2 
endFacets 

Facets 
@aiplet = Generatorl .Operating-time.@float 
@question = Generaror-thne 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = Genemorl .power.Output-1000W 
@exclusive = Generator-options 
@question = Generator-output-1000W 
endFacets 

Facets 
@mplet = Generatorl .power.0utputtl 1200W 
@exclusive = Generator-options 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = Generatorl .powerratOutputtl 6ûûW 
@exclusive = Generator-options 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = Generatorl .power.Output-3000W 
@exclusive = Generat or-options 
endFacets 

Facets 
@niplet = Generatorl .power.0utputt4000W 
@exclusive = Generator-options 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = Generatorl .power.Output-5800W 
@exclusive = Generator-options 
endFacets 

Facets 



@niplet = Generatorl .power.0utputt600W 
@exclusive = Generator-options 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = Generator l .power.0utputt6~W 
@exclusive = Generator-options 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = load_type.energy-co~r-@float 
@question = Cost 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = lad-type.week.no 
@exclusive = Sys-week 
@question = week-no 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = load-type.week.yes 
@exclusive = Sys-week 
@question = week-yes 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = pnority-1 .tirne.@ float 
@default = 0.000000,100.000000 
@restriction = resmct-1 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = priority- 1 .wattage.@ float 
@default = 0.000000,100.~ 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = priority -2. tirne.@ float 
@default = 0.000000,100.000000 
@restriction = resrict-2 
endFacets 

Facets 
@niplet = priority-2.wattage.@ float 



Facets 
@niplet = prioriy -3 .tirne.@ float 
@default = 0.000000,100.000000 
@restriction = restrict-3 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = prionty-3. wattage.@ float 
@default = 0.000000,lûû.OOûûûû 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = priority-4.Ume.@float 
@default = 0.000000,lOO.ûûûûûû 
@restriction = re~frict~4 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = priority-4. wattage.@ float 
@default = 0.000000,lOO.OOOûûû 
endFacets 

Facets 
@niplet = PV-Module.datano 
@multichoice = PV-1 
@question = pv-question-1 
endFacets 

Facets 
@mplet = PV-Module.daîa.yes 
@multichoice = PV-1 
@question = PV-question,;? 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = PV-Module.loan.no 
@multichoice = PV-Loan 
@question = PV-Loan-1 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = PV-Module.loan.yes 



Facets 
@triplet = simulation.chm. yes 
@question = view-graphs 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = simuiation.end-date.@date 
@format = "@T=#D{MDY/)" 
enàFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = sïmulation.fomye~ 
@question = Ask-User 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = simulation.mode.day 
@exclusive = Simulation-mode 
endFacets 

Facets 
@aiplet = simulation.mode.montb 
@exclusive = Simulanon-mode 
endFacets 

Facets 
@triplet = simulation. staa_date@date 
@format = "@T=#D (MDY/)ll 
endFacets 

!*** LoadStrategy mus go at the end of the Knowledge Base ***! 
LoadStrateg y 
@name = "find~stg" 
EndLoadStrateg y 

M a ~ ~ i n f 2  File 



19 1 2 1 2 " FormColor" 
1 100 45 434 342 "Path Narnes" 
2 15 35 400 40 "If the information you provided is correct, the 
following will be used by PV-HYBEUD-SIZER:" 
2 10 90 150 25 "ComdaIe/xmapfde:" 
5 165 90 250 25 "corndale.mapfile.@s" 
2 10 1 25 150 25 "Excel exe. directory :" 
5 165 125 250 25 "excel.exe~dir.@s" 
2 10 160 150 25 "Lingoexe directory:" 
5 165 160  250 25 "1ingo.exe-dir.@sl' 
2 10 195 150 40 "FuUparhofInsolationfle:" 
5 165 200 250 25 "1ingo.area-path.@sW 



2 10 245 150 40 "Lingo take file for MLP model:" 
5 165 250 250 25 "lingo.take_file-patfi.@s" 

"FonnColor" 
"Path Names" 
"Please edit the information rhat you have provided 
"Comdale/x directory :" 
"comdale.dir.@ s" 
"Excel directoiiy:" 
"excel.dir.@ s" 
"Ling0 dïrectory:" 
"lingo.dir.@ s" 
"Insolation file name (without extension):" 
"isolation, are&@ s" 

"FormColor" 
"BATTERY TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS" 
"Battery Specificatiom for Single " 
"battery.capacity.@f ' 
"Capacity (WH):" 
"battery.voltage.@fP 
"voltage 0:" 
"baüery.efficiency.@f1 
"efficient y (%):" 
"battery.depth_of-dhcharge.@f' 
"depth-of-discharge (%):" 
"baüery.storage.@i" 
"Days of storage (days):" 

' 
"Initial State-of-Charge (96) :" 
"FomiColor" 

1 1 00 80 400 337 "Generator Characteristics" 
2 10 40 400 25 "Please enter the features of the generator in this 
fom" 
2 10 80 200 25 "Power output (W):" 
3 260 80 100 25 "Generatorl .power-selected.@float " 



"Generatorl .number.@ f' 
"Number of Units (#):" 
"Generatorl .fuel-consurnption.@ f ' 
"Fuel consumption (Vh):" 
"Generatorl .ovedoad-factor.@" 
"Overload factor (%) :" 
"Generatorl .operating_time.@i" 
"Operating Time (hours/day) :" 
"Capital cost (%'O):" 
"Generatorl .cost.@f' 

"FonnColor" 
"Generator Characteristics" 
"The features of the generator " 

"Power output (W):" 
"Generatorl .power-selected@float 
"Generatorl .number.@ f' 
"Number of Units (#):" 
"Generatorl .fÛel~consumption.@f' 
"Fuel consumption m):" 
"Generatorl .overload-factor.@" 
"Overload factor (96):" 
"Generatorl .operating-the.@?' 
" Operating T'une (hours/day):" 
"Capital c o s  (%):" 
"Generatorl .cost.@f' 

"FonnColor" 
"Generator Economic Data" 
"Capital cost of generator ($):" 
"Replacement (#):" 
"Generatorl .cost.@f' 
"Generatorl .replacemen~@i" 
"Fuel cost ($/liter):" 
"Generatorl .fuel.@fl 
"Generatorl storage-tank.@f' 
" Storage tank ($/liters):" 
"Escalation rate (%):" 
"Generatorl .escalation.@ f ' 
"Generatorl .shelter.@fl 
"S helter ($jW) :" 



"Piping ($/W):" 
"Salvage (%):" 
"Generatorl .Piping.@ fioat " 

"Generator 1 .salvage.@f' 
"Fuel Stock (days):" 
"Generatorl .stock@fl 
"Discount rate (%):" 
"Generatorl .discount.@ f '  
"Operating and Maintenance fixed cost($/year):19 
"Life(yeaxs):" 
"Generatorl .om-fixed.@f' 
"Generatorl .lie.@fl 
"Operaing and Maintenance variable cost ($/h):" 
"Generator 1 .indirect.@f " 
"hdmct capital cost (fract):" 
"Generatorl .om-var.@fl 

"FomColorl' 
"Please Supply the Generator Economic Data" 
"Capital cost of generator ($):" 
"Replacement (#):" 
"Generatorl .cost.@fl 
"Generator 1 .replacement@i" 
"Fuel cost ($fiter) :" 
"Generator 1 .fuel.@fl 
"Generator 1 .storage-tank.@f' 
"Storage tank ($/liters):" 
"Escalarion rate (%):" 
"Generator 1 .escalasion.@ f ' 
"Generator 1 .shelter.@fl 
"Shelter ($/W): " 
"Rping ($/W):" 
"Salvage (%) :" 
"Generator 1 .Piping.@ fioat " 
"Generator 1 .salvage@fl 
"Fuel Stock (days):" 
"Generator I .stock.@ f ' 
"Discount rate (%):" 
"Generator 1 .discount.@ f ' 
"Operating and Maintenance fixed cost($/y ear) :" 
" Life(years):" 
"Generatorl .om_fixed.@f' 
"Generator 1 .fife.@fl 



will be operating your system" 
7 146 102 238 25 
2 11 103 100 25 
2 9 156 100 25 
7 145 157 238 25 
2 8 205 440 25 
daüy simulation:" 
11 174 241 110 25 

"Operatmg and Maintenance variable cost ($/h):ll 
"Generatorl .indirect.@ f " 

"Indirect Capital Cost (fract):" 
"Generator 1 .om-var.@f' 

"FormColorl' 
"Economic Evaluations" 
"Generator 1 .eval.@dateW 
"Generatorl .eval.@üme" 
"Generatorl .Capid-cost.@floatW 
"Total capital cost ($):" 
"Present value of operating and maintenance cost 

"Generator 1 .om-cost.@floatl' 
"Present value of unit replacement c m  ($):" 
"Generatorl .replacement-cost..@fl 
"Generatorl .total_coss.@float" 
"Total presenr Operating and maintenance cos ($) :" 

" FonnColor" 
"Please Fiil the Generaior Loan Fom" 
"Generator 1 .interest.@float " 

"Interest rate (%):" 
" Amortizarion period (p.) :" 
"Generatorl .amortization.@float " 

"FormColof' 
"INSOLATION DATA 
"Please provide the period of the YEAR that you 

"simulation.starttartdate.@dt" 
"Start Date:" 
"End Date:" 
"simulation.end-date.@dtW 
"Click yes to select monthly simulation or no for 



"FormColorl' 
"Fom'' 
"Specifications of loads of priority 1" 
"pnority-1 . wattage.@fl 
"wattage in W:" 
"expected daily t h e  of use in hours:" 
" priority-1 .time.@f' 

"FormColor" 
"Fonn" 
"Specifications of loads of priority 2" 
"priorîty-2. wattage.@ f ' 
"wattage in W:" 
"expected daily time of use in hours:" 
"priontytY2.tune.@f' 

"FormColor" 
"Forrn" 
"Specifications of loads of priority 3" 
"priority-3.waftage.@f' 
"wattage in W:" 
"expected dâily tune of use in hours:" 
"priority-3 .the.@ f ' 

" FonnColor" 
"Fonn" 
"Specifications of loads of priority 4" 
"priorityp.wmge.@f' 
"wamge in W:" 
"expected daily time of use in hours:" 
"priorityp.time.@f' 

"FormColor" 
"PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE RATINGS" 
"PV module specifications" 
"PV-module.cumnr.@f' 



"Output current ( Amps) : " 
"PV-modde.voltage.@fl 
"Output voltage (V):" 

" FonnColor" 
"Please Fil1 the PV Loan Form" 
"PVrnodule.interest.@ float " 
"Interest rate (%):" 
"Amortization period (yrs.):" 
"PV-module,amortization.@flloat " 

"FonnColorl' 
"PV TECHNICAt CHARACTE'ZUSTICS" 
"PV system Me (yrs):" 
"PV-module.life.@f' 
"PV-module.modl.@ f' 
"Module cost (Sm :" 
"Battery Life (yrs):" 
llbattery.life.@float " 
"battery.reg.@float " 
"Regulator Cost ($ / ' : "  
"PV-module.discomt@float " 
"Discount rate (%):" 
"battery.cost.@floatl' 
"Battery Cost ($/kWh):" 
"Bartery Escalation(%):" 
l'batsery.escalatïon.@float " 
"# of battery repl.:" 
"battery.repl.@integer " 
"Operating and maintenance escalation rate (%):" 
"PVmodule.mod2.@f' 
"Array BOS ($/mS):" 
"PV-module.escalation.@f' 
" O p e m g  and maintenance ($/yr):" 
"PV-module.ind.@ f " 
"Indirect capital cost (%):" 
"PV-module.ornf.@ f ' 
"Installation cost (%): (9% of capital cost)" 
"PV-module.inst.@ f ' 
"Operating and maintenance ($/W):" 
"PV-module.omv.@ f ' 



" PV-module.efficiency.@f " 
"Module efficiency :" 

"FormColor" 
"PV ECONOMIC WALUATION 
"PV-module.evaL@time " 
"PVmoduie. eval.@date " 
" PV-module.capital.@ f " 
"System capital cost ($):" 
"Present value of operathg and maintenance ($):" 
"PV-module.om@f " 
"battery.rep1-cost.@float" 
"Present Value of Battery Repl. ($):" 
"PV-module.Capitdtalfactor.@float " 
"PV Capital Cost Loan Factor:" 
"PV-module.total_cost.@f " 
"Total present value of system ($):" 



Appendix B 

Energynoad Management Mode1 Code in LINGO 

We define primitive sets in our mode1 as follows; 
LOAD - a set of the different kinds of loads, i-e., convenient, essentiai, emergency, and 
critical loads, and theU power demands; 
TIME - a set of the hourly time slots in the load management scherne; 
PV - a set of the different grouplngs of PV arrays; 
GENERATOR - a set of generator units and theb power output and maximum daily 
operating t h e ;  
BATTERY - a set of battery units and their attributes; 
RESERVOIR - a set ascribed to durnped energy. 

Some combinations of the above give us our denved sets; 
PV-TIME - denved h m  PV, and TZME sets. The insolation available to P V  at the 
different time slots, TIME is ascribed to this set. 
PV-LOAD - derived from PV-TIME, and LOAD sets. This defines the magnitude of 
energy supplied by PV to LOAD at the different t h e  slots. 
PV-BATTERY - derived from PV, BATTERY, and TlME sets. This represenrs the 
energy supplied by P V  to BATTERY at different time slots. 
PV-RES - derived from P V  and RESERVOIR, represen~g dumped energy h m  PV. 
GEN-TIME - derived from GENERATOR, and TIME sets. This defines the mode of 
GENERATOR, i.e., on/off at the different tirne slots. 
GEN-LOAD - derived fiom GENERATOR-TZME, and U l A D  sets. This defines the 
magnitude of energy supplied by GENERATOR to L W  at the different thne slots. 
GEN-BATTERY - derived from GENERATOR, BATTERY, and TIME sets. This 
represents the energy supplied by GENERATOR to BATTERY at the different tirne 
slots. 
GEN-RES - derived h m  GEN and RESERVOIR, representing d m @  energy fiom 
GEN. 
B A T T M E  - derived h m  BAZTERY, and TIME sets. It represents BATTERY 
SOC'S at the different time slots. 
BATLOAD - derived from BAT-TZME and LOAD sets. It represents the energy 
supplied by the BATTERY to LOAD at different time slots. 
LOAD-TIME - derived from LOAD and TIME sets. ft denotes the operational mode 
of LOAD at the different unie slots. 

*.LNG File 

MODEL: 
SETS: 



@FILE(D:UingoWrno~ALT.LDT); 
@FILE(D:Uingo\rodmodWNALT.LDT); 
@FILE(D:Uingo\rodrnocWINALT.LDT); 
PV-TIME (TIME): STO ; 
@FILE(D:\lingo\rodmocf\FINALT.LDT); 
@FiLE(D:üingoLodmo~ALT.LDT); 
@FILE@:\lingo\rodniodWNALT.LDT); 
@FILE(D:üingo\rodmo(N.'INALT.LDT); 
@FI[LE(D:Vingokdmocf\FINALT.LDT); 
@FLE(D:\lingo\rcdmod\FXNALT.LDT); 
@FIE(D:\lingoLodmmALT.LDT); 
@]FLLE(D:\llngoLodmo~ALT.LDT); 
@FILE~:\lingo\rodmocRFINALT.LDT); 
@FILE@:UingoLodmo~ALT.LDT); 

!Objective Function: Retum on loads and battery; 

@FOR(PV-TIMEOT) : 
@SUM(PV-LOAD(L,T):PLD(L,T)) + @SUM(PV-B A'ITERY (T) :PBATo) 
+@ SUM(PV-RES(R,T):PRES(R,T))= (STO(T) *PKW)/lûûû ); 

DATA: 



@FILE(D:UingoLodmod\FINALT-LDT); 
@FIOLE(D:UingoLodmmALT.LDT); 
@FlLE(D:Uingo\rodmodWNALT.LDT); 
@F'ILE(D:Uingo\rodmocf\mNALT.LDT); 
@FILE(D:VùigoLodmMNALT.LDT); 
@ FILE(D:UingoLodmod\FINALT.LDT); 
@FILE@:UingoWmocN.RJALT.LDT); 
@F&E(D:\ringoLodmod\FINALT.LDT); 
ENDDATA 

END 

*.LDT File 

!SETS; 
LOAD /1..4/: LD,LOLH,LS,LR,LDT- 
RESERVOIR 11.. 1 /- 
TIME /1..24/ - 
GEN-TIME (TIME): GENON-OFF- 
BAT-TIME (TIME): SOC,TO-BAT- 
LOAD-TIME (LOAD,TIME):ON-OFF- 
PV-LOAD (LOAD,TIME): PLD- 
PV-RES (RESERVOIR,TYME): PRES- 
GEXLOAD (LOAD,TIME): GLD- 
GEN-RES (RESERVOIR,TIME): GRES- 
BAT-LOAD (LOAD,ï'TME): BLD- 
CIEN-BATrERY(TIME):GBAT- 
PV-BAITERY(TIME):PBAT- 

!END OF SETS; 



@FOR(BAT_TIME(T)I T#EQ#l: 
@FOR(PV-BArnRY 0: 
@FOR(GEN_BAITERY(T): 
BKWH*SOCI +(1-(0.5*(1-EB)))*(PBAT(T) + GBAT(T) ) 
- @SUM(BAT-LOAD(L,T):(Z +(OS*(l -EB)))*BLD(L,T))=BK WH*SOC(T>; 
BKWH*SOCI +(1 -(OS*(l -EB)))* (PB AT(T) + GB AT(T) )<=BKWH; 
@ BND(0,TO-BAT(T), 1 ); 
@ BND(0.4,!3OC('I'),l); 
)))- 

@FOR(PV-BATTERY (T): 
@FOR(GEN-BATTERY (T): 
@FoR(BAT@FoR(sAT_TiaMECT3iT#cT#l:TIME~i T#cT#l: 
BKWH*SOC((T-1)) + (1-(0.5*(1 -EB)))*(PBAT(T) + GBAT(T) ) 
- @S UM(BAT-LOAD(L,T):(l +(OS*(l -EB))) *BLD(L,T))= BKWH*SOC(T); 
BKWH*SOC((T-1)) +(1-(0.5*(1 -EB)))*(PBAT(T) + GBAT(T) )<=BKWH; 
@ BNID(0,TO-BAT(T), 1 ); 
@BND(0.4SOCO,1); 
1))- 

@ SUM(BAT-TIME(T):SOC(T)) 
= AVGSOC- 



!END OF DATA; 

Take file (*.itf) for a 5 day simulation. This file is generated by an EXCEL 
macro. 

TAKE d:VingoLodmodYXMDAY .hg 
Alter Al1 'sto'st 1' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:UINGOWODMODWOUT. WK3 
D:UNGO\RODMOMHOUTl .WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER ALL 'ISOClSOC2' 
ALTER ALL 'HTEC'HOUTI' 
Alter Al1 'stl-'stS' 



TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:\LINGO\RODMODWOUTUTWK3 
D:WNGO\RODMODU-IOUT2.WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER ALL 'HOUTlfHOU?T' 
Alter Ail 'stS'st3' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:\LINGO\RODMODWOUT.WK3 
D:\LINGO\RODMODWOUT3 .WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BU3 GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER ALL 'HOUT2'HOUTY 
Alter Ail 'stYst4' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D.\LINGO\RODMODWOUT.WK3 
D:WGOWODMOMHOUT4. WK3 
PLD PLD GWD GLD BWD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER ALL 'HOUTYHOUT4' 
Alter AU 'st4'stS' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:\LINGOWODMODWOUT.WK3 
D:WGO\RODMODWOUTS. WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

r Take file (*.ltf) for a 12 month simulation. This file is generated by an EXCEL 
macro. 

TAKE d:UingoLodmodSIMDAY.Ing 
Alter AU 'stO'stmll 
TERSE 



GO 
EXPORT D:\I,TNGOWODMODWOUT.WK3 
D:LINGOWODMODWOUTM1 .WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OF'F GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
f RES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER ALL 'ISOCISOC2' 
ALTER ALL 'flTEC'HOUTMI1 
Alter All 'stml'stm2' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:\LINGO\RODMODWOUT. WK3 
D:UmGOWODMOMHOUTM2.WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER ALL 'HOUTMI'HOUTMS' 
Alter Al1 'sunS'stm3' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:\LINGOWODMODWOUT.W1K3 
D:\LINGOWODMODWOUTM3.WK3 
PLI> PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER ALL 'HOUTMS'HOUTMY 
Alter Al1 'stm3'stm4' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:UINGO\RODMODWOUT.WK3 
D:LlNGOWODMOD~HOUTM4.WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER ALL 'HOUTM3'HOUTM4' 
Alter Al1 'stm4sun5' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:\LINGO\RODMODWOUT. WK3 
D:UINGO\RODMODVIOUTMS. WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 



SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER ALL 'HOUTM4'IIOUTMS 
Alter Ali 'stmSstm6' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:L?NGO\RODMODWOUT. WK3 
D:WNGOWODMODWOüTM6. WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ONOFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER A U  'HOUTMS'HOUTMo' 
Alter AU 'snn6'sun7' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:\LINGO\RODMODWOUT. WK3 
D:\IJ[NGO\RODMOMHOUTM7.WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER A U  'HOUTMo'HOUTMï' 
Alter AU. 'sm7'stm8' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:UINGO\RODMODWOUT.WK3 
D:UNGOWODMOMHOUTMS.WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER A U  'HOUTM7'HOUTM8' 
Alter A11 'stm8'sun9' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:\LINGOWODMODWOUT.WK3 
D:\LINGOWODMODWOUTM9.WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER ALL 'HOUTM8'HOUTM9' 
Alter Al1 'stm9'stmlû' 



TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:\LINGOWODMODWOUT.WK3 
D:UJNGOWODMODWOUTMlO.WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER ALL 'HOUTMB'HOUTM 10' 
Alter Ail 'stml O'sunl 1 ' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:\LINGOWODMODWOUT.WK3 
D:UNGOütODMODWOUTM 1 1. WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 

ALTER ALL 'HOUTM 1O'HOUTMll' 
Alter All 'stml l'sml2' 
TERSE 
GO 
EXPORT D:WGO\IRODMODWOUT. WK3 
D:UGO\RODMODWOUTM 12. WK3 
PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT 
SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON-OFF 
PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY 



Appendix C 

EXCEL Macros 

Macro names are shown in bold. 

Write-LNG 
=ERROR(2, Reca l l )  
=IF(GET.CELL(5,'D:\LING(T\RODMOD\IKUMASI.XLS]KUMASr!R454C2)) 
=SAVE0 
=OPEN("D:~GOWODMOD\SIMDAY 1 .LTF,O,,,,,,2) 
=SELECT('D:UINGO\RODMOD~IMDAY 1 .LTF]Sheetll!C 1 ,'D:UINGOWODMOD\[ 
SIMDAY 1 .LTF]Sheetll!R1 Cl) 
=CLEAR(l) 
=IF(GET.CELL(S,'D:\LINGO\RODMOM[KUMASI.XLS]KlJMAS~ !R449C7)="DAY ") 
=FORMULA("TAKE d:VingoLodmod\SIMDAY .hg1') 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE.CE]LLO,l ,O)) 
=FOR("s",D:WGOWDMOD\IKUMASF.~S]KUMAS~!R454C2,'D:WGOWOD 
MOD\IKUMASI.XLS]KmSï!R454C3,1) 
XONCATENA~("D:~GO\RODMODWOUT"~,".WK3") 
=IF(s='D:UGOWODMOD\IKUMASI.XLS]KUMASI'!R454C2) 
- F ~ R M ~ L ~ ( C ~ N C A T E N A T E ( ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~  - l l , W A l r , l l  l l , W l l l , l l s t O , l l l l l , l l s t l l  , >11111)) 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACnVE.CELL() ,1 ,O)) 
=FORM.ULA("TERSE") 
=SELE@T(OFFSET( ACïïVE.CELL() ,1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA("GO") 
=SELECT(OFFS ET( ACTIVE.CELL(), 1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA("EXPORT D:~GOWODMODWOUT.WK3") 
=SELECT(OFFS ET(ACTIVE.CELL() ,l .O)) 
=FORMULA(R[- 1 O]C) 



=SELECT(OFFSET(ACnVE.CELL() ,1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA("PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT") 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACrrVE.CELLo,l ,O)) 
=FORMULA("SOC SOC ON-OFF O W F F  GENON-OFF GENONOFF") 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE.CELL() ,1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA("PRES PRES GRES GRES LOARDAY LOAD-DAY") 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACI'IVE.CELL() ,1 ,O)) 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE.CELL(),l ,O)) 
=END.irF() 
=IF(~'D:\LINGOWODMOD\iKUMASIIXLS]KUMASI'!R454C2) 
=IF(s=('D:WGOWODMOD~KUMASI.XLs]K~ 
=Fom(CO~~TENA~E~l~LTERII ,II  lI,I1ALCI II 1I,Illll,llISOC11 11111 11 

7 , , ISOC'*,2,*11t1)) 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACIlVE.CELL(),1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA(CONCATENATE("ALTER"," ","ALL" 7 9 9  " " ""' " ~C","" ' ,"HOUT" ,(se 
1),-1)) 
=END.IF() 
= I F ( s > C D : W G O W O D M O D ~ K U M A s I I X L S ] K ~  
=FORMULA(CONCATENATE("ALTER"," ","ALL" , " " , '"" , " HOUT,(s- 
~),""',"HOUT",(S- 1) ,"'")) 
=END.IF() 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACnVE. CELU). 1 ,O)) 
- F O ~ A ( C O N ~ T E N A T E ( W A ~ ~ ~ ~  ," w,w ~ ] y  11 w w "1 W - slT9(S - I),ltlll Il 

9 9 9  , s~~' ,s , '~~~~))  
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE,CELL(),l ,O)) 
=FORMULA("TERSE) 
=SELECT(OFFSET(A@rXvE. CELL(), 1 ,O)) 
=FOF2MULA("GO) 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACnVE.CELL()J ,O)) 
=FORMULA("EXPORT D:WGOWODMODWOUT. WK3") 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACI'IVE-CELL0.1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA(R[-38lC) 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE. CELL(),l ,O)) 
=FORMULA("PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT") 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE.CELL()71 ,O)) 
=FORMULA("SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OFF GENON_OFF") 
=SELECT(OFFSET( ACnVE.CELL() ,1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA("PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY") 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE.CELL() ,l ,O)) 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE.CELL(),l ,O)) 
=END.IF() 
=NEXT() 
=END.IF() 
=IF(GET.CELL(S ,'D:UINGOWODMOD\[KUMASI.XLS]KUMASI'!R~~~C~)="~~O~~~" 
) 
=FORMULA("TAKE d:Uhgo\rodmodWMDAY .hg1') 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACnVE.CELL(),l ,O)) 



=FOR~~~*~;D:~GOWODMOD~KUMASI~XLS ]KU 
MOD\[KUMASI.XLS]KUMASI'!R45 K2,l)  
=CONCATENATE("D:~GO\RODMODWOUTM",m,".WK3") 
=IF(rn='D:UINGO\RODMOD~KUMASLXLS]KUMASI'!R45~~2) 
=Fo~LA(CoNCAT]ENATE("Alterl'," ","Mn , , Y  " " ""' " Stolr,l?ttl,itStmll,m,vtll)) 

=SELECT(OFFSET(A@TrVE.CELL(),l ,O)) 
=FORMULA("TERSE1*) 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE. CELL(), 1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA("GO) 
=SELE@r(OFFSET(ACTIVE.CELL(), 1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA("EXPORT D:V;INGOWODMOD\HOUT.WK3") 
=SELECT(OFFSET(A~VE.CELL(),l ,O)) 
=FORMULA(R[-101C) 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVEVECELL(),l ,O)) 
=FORMULA("PLC PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT') 
=SELE~(oFFSET(AmvE.CELL(), 1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA('*SOC SOC O W F F  ON_OFF GIENONNOFF GENON-OFF'') 
=SELECT(OFFSET(A@rrVE.CELLO,l ,O)) 
=FORMULA("PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY") 
=SELECT(OFFSET(A~VE.CEL]LO ,l ,O)) 
=SELEC?'(OFFSET(ACTIVE.CELL(), 1 ,O)) 
=END.IF() 
=IF(m'D:UINGOWODMOD\IKUMASI.XLS]KUMASI'!R4SOC2) 
=IF(m=('D:\WNGOWDMOD~KUMASI.XLS]KUMAS+l)) 
=FORMVLA(CONCATENATECIALTER1l,l* ",WALLw 9 " w 9 tvW1 9 w ISOC~V,~WW , il 'LSoc",2,1110)) 

=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE.CELLo,l ,O)) 
- - FORMULA(CON~T~ATE(WALTE~,W lI , l l~~]L'l  7 9 7  ?? 11 "11' 11 ~C1l,l'llr,l'HOUTM(lXm- 
1) ,-') ) 
=END.IF() 
=IF(m>(l>:\LINGO\RODMOD~KUMASI.~]KUMASI'!R450C2+1)) 
- F o ~ L A ( c o N ~ T E N A ~ A L T E R W , l l  " , W A L L "  1' 11 1"" ?l - , , , HOUTMW,(m- 

, HOUTM",(m-l),""')) 2)*11t11 
=END.IF() 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE.CELL(),l ,O)) 
=Fo~LA(CoNCATENATE~'A1tertt," ","Ali" , " " , ""' , " san",(m-l),'"","~Un",~"'")) 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTI:VEECELL() ,1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA("TERSE1') 
=SELEm(OFFSET(AmvEECELL(), 1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA("GOW) 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE.CELL(), 1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA("EXPORT D:WNGOWODMODWOUT.WK3") 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE.CELL(), 1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA(R[-381C) 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACnVE.CELLO,l ,O)) 
=FORMLJLA("PLD PLD GLD GLD BLD BLD GBAT GBAT PBAT PBAT)  



=SELECT(OFFSET(ACIlVE.CELL(), 1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA("SOC SOC ON-OFF ON-OFF GENON-OR CENON-OFF") 
=SELECT(OFFSET(A@rrVE. CELL(), 1 ,O)) 
=FORMULA("PRES PRES GRES GRES LOAD-DAY LOAD-DAY") 
=SELECT(OFFSET(ACTIVE- CELU), 1 ,O)) 
=SELECT(OFFSET( ACTIVE. CELU), 1 ,O)) 
=END.IF() 
=NEXT() 
=END.TF() 
=END .IF() 
=SAVE0 
=CLOSE(FALSE) 
=CLOSE(FALSE) 
=RETURN(n) 



Dialog-Box 
=SAVE0 
=CLOSE(FALSE) 
=OPEN("d:\lingoLodm~hart.xls" ,O) 
=IF~UMASI.XLS!R449~="month") 
=WORIKBOOK.SELECT("Dialog 1 ","Dialog1 ") 
=SELECT("edit Box 6") 
=TEXT.BOX(KUMASI.XLS !R450C2) 
=SELECT("edit Box 7") 
=TEXT.BOX(KUMASI.XLS!R451 C2) 
=SELECT("edit Box 2 1 ") 
=TEXT.BOX("ESC to Cancel Chart Display. Check Stam Bar.") 
=END.IF() 
=1F(KUMASI.XLS!R449C7="day1') 
=W ORKB OOK.SELECT(" DialogS1'," DialogS") 
=SELECT("edit Box 6") 



=TEXT.BOX(KUMASI.XLS!R454CS) 
=SELECT("edit Box 7") 
=TEXT,BOX(KUMASLXLS!R454C3) 
=SELECT("edit Box 1 7") 
=TEXT.BOX("ESC to Cancel Chan Display. Check Starus Bar.") 
=END.IF() 
=SHOW .DIALOG("dialogl ") 
=RETURN() 

Chart 
=ERROR(2,Message) 
=CANCEL.KEY (TRUE,Stop) 
=ACTIVATE("chart-xls") 
=ACTIVATE("chartl") 
=I]F(KUMASI.XLS!R449C7="month") 
=FOR("y",[CHART.XLS]Sheetl !RlSC2,(CHART,XLS]Sheet 1 !R16C2,[CHART.XLS]S 
heetl !R17C2) 
=CONCAT~ATE("D:~G~ODMODWOUTM",y,*1.WK3") 
=MESSAGE(TRUE,"One moment please ...") 
=CHANGE.LIM((WNKS("chart.xk"),R[-21 C) 
=CONCATENATE("Giraphs for Period ",y) 
=MESSAGE(TRUE,R(-1 JC) 
=ACTTVATE("chartl ") 
=WAIT(NOW()+"00:00:O1") 
=ACTIVATE("cha.t2") 
=WAIT(NOW()+"O0:00:01") 
=ACTIVATE("chart3 ") 
= WAIT(N0W ()+"ûû:OO-01") 
=ACTIVATE("chart4") 
=WAIT(NOW()+"ûO:OO:01") 
=ACTIVATE("chd ") 
= WAIT(NOW()+"00:00:01") 
=ACTIVATE("chart6") 
=WAIT(NO W()+"ûû:ûû:Ol") 
=ACTIVATE("chart7 ") 
=WAIT(NOW()+"00:00:01") 
=ACTIVATE("chart8 ") 
=NEXT() 
=END.IF() 
=IF(KUMASI.XLS ! R449C7="dayW) 
=FOR("xW ,[CHART.XLS ]S heet 1 !R1 gC2,[CHART.XLS]Sheetl !R 1 9C2,[CHART.XLS]S 
heet 1 !R20C2) 
=CONCATENATE("D:~GOWODMODWOUT,x,". WK3 ") 
=MESS AGE(TRUE," One moment please.. .") 



=CHANGE.LINI((~S("chart.xls"),R[-2]C) 
=CONCATENATE("Graphs for Period ",x) 
=MESSAGE(TRUE,R[-1]C) 
=ACTIVATE("c hart 1 ") 
=WAIT(NOW()+"Oo:OO:Ol") 
=ACTIVATE("chart2") 
=W1UT(NOw()+"00:OO:o1") 
=ACTIVATE("chart3 ") 
=WAIT(NOW()+"00:00:01") 
=ACTIVATE("chart4") 
=WAIT~OW()+"00:00:01") 
=ACT]TVATE("chartS ") 
=wAIT(NOw()+"00:00:o1") 
=ACTIVATE("chart6") 
=WAIT(NOW()+"00:00:01") 
=ACTXVATE("chart7") 
=WAIT(NOW()+"OO:OO:O1") 
=ACïTVATE("chart8") 
=NEXTO 
=END .IF() 
=MESS AGE(FALSE) 
=REïURNO 



Appendix D 

Graphs of Example II and III for August 
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Figure Dl. Variation of Energy from PV to Loads with T i e  W. 
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Figure D2. Varation of Energy from Generator to Loads with T i e  W. 
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Figure D3. Varation of Energy fiom Battery to Loads with T h e  [II]. 

Figure D4. Varation of Energy to Battery with T b e  [II]. 
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Figure D5. Varation of the Fraction of Load Demands Met with Time ml. 
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Figure D6. Opemional Mode of Generator [II]. 
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Figure D7. State-of-Charge of Battery ml. 
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Figure D8. Variation of Energy from PV to Loads with Time ml. 
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Figure D9. Varation of Energy from Battery to Loads with T h e  [ml. 
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Figure Dl 0. Varation of Energy to Battery with Time [ml. 
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Figure D 1 1. Varation of the Fraction of Load Demands Met with Time [III]. 
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Figure Dl 2 State-of-Charge of Battery [ml. 
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